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SUMMARY
Performance indicators are important as they provide a succinct and transparent means by which
ACT Government entities can present their performance and in so doing be held accountable.
Strategic indicators measure ACT Government progress towards key strategic polices.
Accountability indicators measure Territory entities’ performance against outputs they are funded
to deliver.
In the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 financial years 27 Territory entities reported on 994 accountability
indicators; of the 27 entities, 19 also reported on 285 strategic indicators. This equates to 1,279
performance indicators reported by ACT Government Territory entities over the two financial years.
The ACT is one of only four jurisdictions in which progress against entity accountability indicators is
reviewed and publically reported as part of annual financial statement audit. This level of scrutiny
and transparency demonstrates a commitment to accountability.
Developing indicators that are relevant, appropriate and cover all aspects of performance can be
challenging as there is no silver bullet for developing an ideal set of indicators.

Overall Conclusion
The ACT Government’s Performance and Accountability Framework was developed and
implemented between 2009 and 2013 as an integrated and thorough mechanism for planning and
reporting on Territory entities’ performance. It has not been maintained and does not reflect new
government priorities or changes that have occurred over time. This creates a vacuum for Territory
entities in developing and reporting on indicators and is a risk to the overall accountability process.
Not all strategic indicators are relevant and appropriate for measuring ACT Government progress
towards key strategic polices. In contrast, Territory entities’ accountability indicators are effective
in measuring their performance. While this is the case, it may be appropriate to have fewer
accountability indicators given the very large number that are used, and there may also be better
indicators.
A coordinated and integrated process is needed to progress changes to the Performance and
Accountability Framework and align performance indicators, starting with updating and
streamlining the framework documents prior to all Territory entities reviewing their strategic and
accountability indicators. Once this is done a whole of government check is needed on the strategic
and accountability indicators to prevent gaps in coverage.
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Chapter conclusions
ASSESSMENT OF INDICATORS
The ACT Government’s Performance and Accountability Framework was developed and
implemented between 2009 and 2013 as an integrated and thorough mechanism for planning and
reporting on Territory entities’ performance. It has not been maintained and does not reflect new
government priorities or changes that have occurred over time. This creates a vacuum for Territory
entities in developing and reporting on indicators and is a risk to the overall accountability process.
Although comprehensive, the Performance and Accountability Framework guidance needs to be
streamlined as it is unduly large and complex with overlapping material. Additionally, criteria to be
followed when developing strategic and accountability indicators would benefit from being
reduced and better defined; and all strategic objectives need to be supported by strategic
indicators. Without the latter there is no way to measure progress. Public reporting on a website
on the progress in meeting high‐level progress indicators was a feature of the framework’s design
but was not maintained. Electronic reporting in a form that presents information so that progress
can be readily tracked by community and Legislative Assembly members needs to be progressed.
The vacuum in the Performance and Accountability Framework in not specifying the relevant
current strategic policy documents may have contributed to a key criterion for strategic indicators
(i.e. ‘Representative ‐ … relate to broader government priorities’) not being a feature of all strategic
indicators. In contrast, a similar and key characteristic for accountability indicators (i.e.
‘Representative ‐ … assist in achieving … broader government priorities’) was evidenced for the
majority of accountability indicators.
Not all strategic indicators are relevant and appropriate for measuring ACT Government progress
towards key strategic polices. In contrast, Territory entities’ accountability indicators are effective
in measuring their performance. While this is the case, it may be appropriate to have fewer
accountability indicators given the very large number that are used, and there may be better
indicators.

PROCESSES FOR THE SELECTION AND REVIEW OF INDICATORS
Territory entities have effective processes for the selection, review and approval of strategic and
accountability indicators, although entities’ procedural guidance is not documented. Documenting
procedural guidance is important as it would: reduce the risk of inappropriate and inconsistent
practices, especially if staff were to leave; facilitate the sharing of information, including the better
practices that are used by some entities; and fill a void, as there is virtually no process guidance in
key policy and procedural documents for strategic and accountability indicators.
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Key findings
ASSESSMENT OF INDICATORS
The Guide to the Performance Management Framework was developed in November
2012. It has not been reviewed or revised since its release in 2012. Since this time
there have been a number of changes to ACT Government performance and
accountability mechanisms, which has resulted in parts of the guidance being out‐
of‐date. These include:


out‐of‐date references to the Canberra Plan; and



amendments to the Financial Management Act 1996 relating to
performance management requirements.

Paragraph
2.5

The change of strategic planning focus from the Canberra Plan and its priorities to
the Budget Statement priorities has not been reflected in ACT Government
performance and accountability guidance material, including the Guide to the
Performance Management Framework (2012). The change of focus has also not been
reflected in the relevant performance and accountability pages on the Chief
Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate website.

2.13

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) has not been
updated to reflect revisions to the Financial Management Act 1996 relating to
timeframes for the preparation of half‐yearly directorate performance reports for
the Legislative Assembly.

2.14

The three key performance management guidance documents (Guide to the
Performance Management Framework (2012), Strengthening Performance and
Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government (2011) and the Organisational
Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013)) represent a combined total
of 84 pages of guidance.These documents cover a range of issues and concepts,
some of which are duplicated. The multiplicity of documents and the duplication
presents a risk that relevant information is not readily obvious.

2.21

The terminology or definition used to describe the same type of consideration varies
between the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) and the
other guidance (Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the
ACT Government (2011) and the Organisational Performance Measurement and
Reporting Guide (2013)).

2.26

There is a significant number of considerations to be made by Territory entities in
developing indicators. Several of the evaluation criteria that need to be considered
overlap in coverage, although their wording is different, and the definition of some
is ambiguous. This, and the large volume of guidance material, presents a risk that

2.32
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the relevant material may be missed and evaluation criteria not applied
appropriately. Reviewing and consolidating guidance material, and reducing and
clarifying the definitions of evaluation criteria, would mitigate this risk.
Nineteen Territory entities have strategic indicators which support their strategic
objectives. The results of an assessment of their 157 strategic indicators’ alignment
with the seven ‘Strategic indicators – Evaluation criteria’ in the Guide to the
Performance Management Framework (2012) follows relative to each criterion.


2.100

Representative (relate to broader government priorities articulated in
ACT Government documents).
All the strategic indicators of eight entities (42 per cent) meet this
criterion. These entities are the ACT Local Hospital Network, ACTION,
Capital Metro Agency (former entity), Education Directorate, ACT Legal
Aid Commission, Territory and Municipal Services (former Directorate),
Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate, and Cultural Facilities
Corporation who fully meet this criterion.
The majority of the strategic indicators of three entities (16 per cent)
meet this criterion. Housing ACT have one indicator that partially meets
this criterion. The Justice and Community Safety Directorate has four
that partially meet the criterion and the Health Directorate has fifteen
indicators that partially meet this criterion.
Four entities (21 per cent) have strategic indicators that all partially
meet this criterion; the Territory Banking Account, Superannuation
Provision Account, Canberra Institute of Technology and the ACT
Gambling and Racing Commission.
Some of the strategic indicators of three entities (16 per cent) meet
this criterion. These entities are the Chief Minister, Treasury and
Economic Development Directorate, Community Services Directorate,
and the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development
Directorate.
The activities of entities that provide whole of government functions,
such as the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate and the Justice and Community Safety Directorate are not
specifically included in government priority documents. These however
may underpin the achievement of government priorities and are
important and appropriate to measure.



Responsive (relate to entity work programs and identified priorities)
All the strategic indicators of all territory entities meet this criterion.
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All the strategic indicators of fourteen entities (74 per cent) meet this
criterion. These entities are the Territory Banking Account, ACT Local
Hospital Network, ACTION, Capital Metro Agency (former entity),
Community Services Directorate, Education Directorate, Health
Directorate, Justice and Community Safety Directorate, ACT Legal Aid
Commission, Lifetime Care and Support, Superannuation Provision
Account, ACT Gambling and Racing Commission, Canberra Institute of
Technology and Cultural Facilities Corporation.
The majority of the strategic indicators of four entities (21 per cent)
meet this criterion. These entities are the Chief Minister, Treasury and
Economic Development Directorate, Housing ACT, Territory and
Municipal Services (former Directorate) and Transport Canberra and
City Services.
The Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate
has a limited number of its strategic indicators that meet this criterion.


Quantifiable (measurable rather than simply descriptive statements,
allowing for both quantitative and qualitative assessments of
performance).
All the strategic indicators of twelve entities (63 per cent) meet this
criterion. These entities are the ACT Local Hospital Network, ACTION,
Capital Metro Agency (former entity), Community Services Directorate,
Education Directorate, Health Directorate, Housing ACT, Justice and
Community Safety Directorate, Lifetime Care and Support Fund,
Superannuation Provision Account, Territory and Municipal Services
(former Directorate) and Canberra Institute of Technology.
The majority of the strategic indicators of three entities (16 per cent)
meet this criterion. These entities are the Chief Minister, Treasury and
Economic Development Directorate, Transport Canberra and City
Services Directorate and the ACT Gambling and Racing Commission.
Four entities (21 per cent) have one or no strategic indicators that
meet this criterion. These entities are the Environment, Planning and
Sustainable Development Directorate, Territory Banking Account, ACT
Legal Aid Commission and Cultural Facilities Corporation.



Comparable (comparable with a baseline standard to allow for progress
to be tracked between years).
All the strategic indicators of ten entities (53 per cent) meet this
criterion or it is not applicable to them. The entities who meet this
criterion are the Territory Banking Account, ACT Local Hospital
Network, ACTION, Community Services Directorate, Housing ACT,
Justice and Community Safety Directorate, Lifetime Care and Support
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Fund, Superannuation Provision Account, Canberra Institute of
Technology and Cultural Facilities Corporation.
The majority of the strategic indicators of four entities (21 per cent)
meet this criterion. These entities are the the Health Directorate,
Education Directorate, the ACT Gambling and Racing Commission and
the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate. A
few of the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate and none of the ACT Legal Aid Commission meet this
criterion.
The strategic indicators for three entities Capital Metro Agency,
Territory and Municipal Services Directorate, Transport Canberra and
City Services Directorate were not assessed as the entities were not
operating in both the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 financial years.


Longer term (a medium to long term focus rather than reporting on
immediate results).
All the strategic indicators of all territory entities meet this criterion
except for the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate (the one indicator was not carried forward from 2015‐16 to
2016‐17) and the Capital Metro Agency (former entity).



Sustainable (i.e. minimal resources to capture data)
All the strategic indicators of fourteen entities (74 per cent) meet this
criterion. The Territory Banking Account, ACT Local Hospital Network,
ACTION, Capital Metro Agency (former entity), Community Services
Directorate, Health Directorate, Justice and Community Safety
Directorate, Transport Canberra and City Services, ACT Legal Aid
Commission, Lifetime Care and Support, Superannuation Provision
Account, ACT Gambling and Racing Commission, Canberra Institute of
Technology and Cultural Facilities Corporation.
The majority of the strategic indicators of the other entities, except for
the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate
meet this criterion. However, it is questionable that this is an
evaluation criterion.

Twenty seven ACT Government Territory entities have accountability indicators for
their output classes in the budget papers. The results of a review of their 603
accountability indicators’ alignment with eleven criterion in the ‘Accountability
indicators – Evaluation criteria’ in the Guide to the Performance Management
Framework (November 2012) follows relative to each criterion.
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All the accountability indicators of twenty four Territory entities (89 per
cent) meet this criterion either fully or partially. For the other entities
Territory and Municipal Services (former Directorate), Transport
Canberra and City Services Directorate and the Public Trustee and
Guardian most of their indicators meet this criterion.


Relevant (fit for the intended purpose), Quantifiable (quantifiable and
measure to a reasonable degree accuracy), and Verifiable (evidence
will be required).
All Territory entities’ accountability indicators either meet or partially
meet the Relevant criterion.



All Territory entities’ accountability indicators meet the Quantifiable
and Verifiable criterion.



Clarity (clear, understandable and easy to interpret).
Fourteen Territory entities (52 per cent) had all their accountability
indicators meet this criterion.
Only a few of the accountability indicators of the other entities do not
meet this criterion. These entities are the ACT Local Hospital Network,
the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate,
Community Services Directorate, Education Directorate, Environment,
Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate, Health Directorate,
Territory and Municipal Services (former Directorate), Transport
Canberra and City Services Directorate, Compulsory Third Party
Insurance, Gambling and Racing Commission, Insurance Authority, Land
Development Agency (former entity), and the Public Trustee and
Guardian.



External focus (external focus, rather than internal or technical
processes).
All the accountability indicators of eighteen Territory entities (67 per
cent) meet this criterion.
The majority of the indicators of five entities (19 per cent) meet this
criterion. These entities are ACTION, Chief Minister, Treasury and
Economic Development Directorate, Justice and Community Safety
Directorate, ACT Building and Construction Industry Training Fund
Authority and the Gambling and Racing Commission.
Some of the indicators of the Capital Metro Agency (former entity),
Insurance Authority, Public Cemeteries and the Public Trustee and
Guardain meet this criterion.



Comparable (maintain continuity and comparability of results across
years).
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Only nine Territory entities (33 per cent) have accountability indicators
that meet this criterion. These entities are the Territory Banking
Account, ACT Local Hospital Network, Housing ACT, Superannuation
Provisional Account, ACT Building and Construction Industry Training
Fund Authority, Compulsory Third Party Insurance, Long Service Leave
Authority, Canberra Institute of Technology, and Cultural Facilities
Corporation.
The ACT Gambling and Racing Commission and the Legal Aid
Commission have many indicators that do not meet this criterion.


Timeliness (up‐to‐date information reported in a timely manner with
reasonable frequency).
All the accountability indicators of twenty six entities (96 per cent)
meet the timeliness criterion. The Gambling and Racing Commission is
the only entity with some indicators that do not meet this criterion.

All of the twelve audited Territory entities selected for further audit review monitor
progress against externally reported indicators more frequently than is required
under Financial Management Act 1996 reporting requirements. It was also
evidenced that there was strong alignment between externally reported indicators
and internally managed and reported indicators, which suggests that the external
indicators are relevant and appropriate and focused on the things that matter to the
organisation. Where there was evidence of externally reported indicators not being
perceived as relevant or appropriate by the relevant business unit in the entity, it
was apparent that efforts were being directed to reviewing and revising these
indicators to make them more relevant and appropriate.

PROCESSES FOR THE SELECTION AND REVIEW OF INDICATORS

2.179

Paragraph

The Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate and ACTION have a
documented procedure for the review, selection and approval of strategic and
accountability indicators. The document includes information to guide its business
areas’ administrative processes for the review, selection and approval of indicators.
It references the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) as a
source of information. None of the other eleven Territory entities reviewed has a
policy or procedural document for the review, selection and approval of strategic
and accountability indicators.

3.11

Although documentation of procedures for the review, selection and approval of
strategic and accountability indicators was lacking, all twelve Territory entities had
documentation and records to evidence final review and approval of revisions to
strategic and accountability indicators by the relevant business area as well as
Director‐General / Chief Executive Officer. In doing so, however, representatives
from the entities’ central coordinating teams advised that they did not routinely

3.19
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assess strategic or accountability indicators against the evaluation criteria set out in
the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012). A review of
indicators every three years or when circumstances change would reduce the risk of
indicators becoming redundant.
The Justice and Community Safety Directorate’s review of existing strategic and
accountability indicators included better practices which involved examining
indicators used in other jurisdictions and the use of modelling or reviews (internal or
external) to develop evidence‐based amendments. These practices need to be
promoted and shared across Territory entities.

3.20

The measure verification sheets used to document new indicators are important as
they record supporting information and specify the responsible person for
monitoring and reporting on the indicator. Eleven of the twelve Territory entities
examined had a completed detailed measure verification sheet. While the Canberra
Institute of Technology was the only agency in which a measure verification sheet
was not used, this was not needed as their indicators have remained relatively
unchanged for several years.

3.27

The Community Services Directorate introduction of new accountability indicators
included better practices whereby the feasibility and appropriateness of new
indicators is tested for 12 months prior to their adoption.Such a practice needs to be
promoted for use by other Territory entities.

3.28

The Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT
Government (2011) provided the framework whereby key ACT Government
priorities were to be explicitly supported by Territory entities’ performance
indicators and reported publically. Two key components of this framework were the
Canberra Plan and the Measuring our Progress website whereby reporting was to
occur against the 29 strategic progress indicators identified in this plan. The Canberra
Plan is no longer the ACT Government’s key policy document and there is no
Measuring our Progress website. These fundamental components need to be
reinstated or replaced, especially articulating what is the ACT Government
document(s) to which Territory entities’ performance indicators need to be linked.

3.36

Once this is addressed an analysis of the relevancy of all Territory entities’
performance indicators against the relevant Government document(s) is needed to
address the risk that there is a gap in coverage.

3.37

Reporting and monitoring on annual ACT Government priorities as envisaged in
Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT
Government (2011) is not occurring. While an ACT Government Priorities 2011‐2012
document was prepared, which identifies eight outcomes, 53 projects and 51

3.45
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‘measures of achievement’ and this was reported against through two half‐yearly
reports, there have been no similar statements of intent or statements of
achievement planned or reported since. In 2016 the Canberra: A Statement of
Ambition document was prepared, which identified four ‘directions of travel’, but
there is no further detail on how these will be measured and reported against.
New Zealand and New South Wales have implemented practices whereby
government priorities (strategic indicators) have been identified and subsequently
publically reported against. In giving consideration to the merits of reinstating or
replacing strategic planning and reporting practices in the ACT, i.e. jurisdiction‐wide
strategic progress indicators annual ‘priority outcomes and actions’ identified
through annual Statements of Intent, the practices implemented in New Zealand or
New South Wales merit consideration.

3.57

Recommendations
RECOMMENDATION 1

ACT PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY FRAMEWORK

The Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate should update the
Performance and Accountability Framework in a timely manner (around eighteen months). At a
minimum this should include:
a)

identifying and documenting the replacement for the Canberra Plan and removing references
to the Canberra Plan;

b) reflecting amendments to the Financial Management Act 1996 in relation to Section 30E,
regarding timeframes for Ministerial half‐yearly reports and Financial Management
(Statement of Performance Scrutiny) Guidelines;
c)

linking the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012), Strengthening
Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government (2011) and
Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013) on the Chief Minister,
Treasury and Economic Development Directorate webpages and making the relationship
between the documents explicit;

d) reviewing and consolidating guidance documents to remove duplication and inconsistencies
(Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012), Strengthening Performance and
Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government (2011) and Organisational Performance
Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013));
e)

reducing the criteria for accountability and strategic indicators and clarifying the definitions
for each criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012);

f)

developing the equivalent of the Measuring our Progress website;
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g)

after completing a) through to e) analyse the coverage of all Territory entities performance
indicators to identify gaps. If there is a gap request the relevant Territory entity to develop an
indicator; and

h) coordinate the overall implementation of the revised Performance and Accountability
Framework based on a) to g).
RECOMMENDATION 2

IMPROVE STRATEGIC INDICATORS

Strategic indicators should be improved by:
a)

the Territory Banking Account, Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate, Community Services Directorate, Environment, Planning and Sustainable
Development Directorate, Health Directorate, Housing ACT, Justice and Community Safety
Directorate, Lifetime Care and Support, Superannuation Provision Account, ACT Gambling
and Racing Commission and Canberra Institute of Technology removing or amending strategic
indicators so they fully meet the criterion of Representative. Territory entities whose strategic
indicators cannot meet the strategic criterion of Representative because they relate to whole
of government functions should explain how indicators support achievement of Government
priorities through commentary;

b) the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate, Housing ACT, Transport
Canberra and City Services and the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development
Directorate amending strategic indicators so they meet the Clarity criterion;
c)

the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate, Cultural Facilities
Corporation, Territory Banking Account, Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate, Transport Canberra and City Services, ACT Gambling and Racing Commission and
ACT Legal Aid Commission amending strategic indicators so they meet the Quantifiable
criterion. Territory entities whose strategic indicators cannot meet the strategic criterion of
Quantifiable through supporting quantitative data should use qualitative data that can be
assessed and is explained through commentary; and

d) the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate developing strategic
indicators for all of its strategic objectives to meet the criteria of Representative, Responsive,
Quantifiable, Clarity and Comparable.
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RECOMMENDATION 3

IMPROVE ACCOUNTABILITY INDICATORS

Accountability indicators should be improved by:
a)

the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate, Justice and Community
Safety Directorate, Superannuation Provision Account, Transport Canberra and City Services,
ACT Building and Construction Industry Training Fund Authority and the Public Trustee and
Guardian amending accountability indicators so they fully meet the criterion of
Representative;

b) the ACT Local Hospital Network, Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate, Community Services Directorate, Education Directorate, Environment, Planning
and Sustainable Development Directorate, Health Directorate, Transport Canberra and City
Services, Compulsory Third Party Insurance, Gambling and Racing Commission, ACT Insurance
Authority and the Public Trustee and Guardian amending accountability indicators so they
meet the criterion of Clarity; and
c)

ACTION, Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate, Justice and
Community Safety Directorate, ACT Building and Construction Industry Training Fund
Authority, ACT Insurance Authority, Public Cemeteries and the Public Trustee and Guardian
considering the extent to which accountability indicators meet the criterion of External Focus
and amending indicators to meet the criterion as necessary.

RECOMMENDATION 4

PROCEDURES FOR THE REVIEW, SELECTION AND APPROVAL OF
STRATEGIC AND ACCOUNTABILITY INDICATORS

All Territory entities should document their procedure for the review, selection and approval of
strategic and accountability indicators (the Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate and
ACTION documented procedures could be used as a guide). The procedures should include:
a)

specifying a time (e.g. three years or when circumstances change) for reviewing and assessing
all accountability indicators against performance indicators used by government agencies for
similar services in other jurisdictions; and

b) engaging with other Territory entities to identify better practices used in the Territory.
RECOMMENDATION 5

INTERIM ARRANGEMENTS

When Recommendation 1 a) to e) are complete, all Territory Entities should use the revised
criteria as the basis for assessing the suitability of their Strategic and Accountability indicators.
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Agency responses
In accordance with subsection 18(2) of the Auditor‐General Act 1996, the Chief Minister, Treasury
and Economic Development Directorate (that includes the Territory Banking Account,
Superannuation Provision Account and the Lifetime Care and Support Fund), Community Services
Directorate (that includes Housing ACT), Education Directorate, Environment Planning and
Sustainable Development Directorate, Health Directorate (that includes ACT Local Hospital
Network), Justice and Community Safety Directorate, Transport Canberra and City Services
Directorate (that includes ACTION), Canberra Institute of Technology, Cultural Facilities
Corporation, Legal Aid Commission, ACT Gambling and Racing Commission, Public Trustee and
Guardian, ACT Public Cemeteries Authority, ACT Building and Construction Industry Training Fund
Authority, ACT Compulsory Third‐Party Insurance Regulator, ACT Insurance Authority, ACT Long
Service Leave Authority; and the Independent Competition and Regulatory Commission were
provided with:


a draft proposed report for comment. All comments were considered and required
changes were reflected in the final proposed report; and



a final proposed report for further comment. As part of this process, Territory entities
were offered the opportunity to provide a statement for inclusion in the final report
in the Summary Chapter.

No agency provided comments for inclusion in this Summary Chapter.
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INTRODUCTION

Territory entities’ performance and accountability
1.1

Territory entities’ strategic and accountability indicators are a component of the ACT
Government’s overall performance and accountability mechanisms. Guidance on the ACT
Government’s performance and accountability mechanisms is found in:


the Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT
Government (2011) (the ACT Performance and Accountability Framework document);



the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012); and



the Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013).

1.2

Collectively, these documents provide guidance and instruction for territory entities on the
ACT Government’s performance and accountability mechanisms, from planning through to
management and monitoring and reporting. These documents also provide context and
guidance for the establishment of strategic indicators and accountability indicators, which
were the focus of this audit.

1.3

While there is guidance for territory entities, developing indicators that are relevant and
appropriate and cover all aspects of performance can be challenging as there is no ‘silver
bullet’ for developing an ideal set of indicators.

ACT Performance and Accountability Framework
1.4

In February 2011 the ACT Government released the Strengthening Performance and
Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government document (the ACT Performance and
Accountability Framework document). The release of this document followed a review of
the existing performance and accountability mechanisms in place across the ACT
Government.

1.5

According to the ACT Performance and Accountability Framework document ‘the ACT
Government already has a strong performance and accountability framework’, but:
The review identified opportunities to strengthen the existing framework by improving the
clarity, focus and visibility of government priorities:


closer integration of government planning and priority setting, agency planning and
resource allocation;



enhancing the focus, integration, efficiency, and usefulness of performance
indicators;



improving the clarity and integration of government plans;



further developing performance capacity across government;



enhancing coordination of government activity to deliver shared priorities;

ACT Government strategic and accountability indicators
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1.6



improving the clarity, accessibility, efficiency and usefulness of reports; and



strengthening evaluation practices across government.

The ACT Performance and Accountability Framework document further states, in relation
to the benefits and improvements anticipated from the exercise:
The ACT Performance and Accountability Framework was designed to help deliver
improvements in government operations and outcomes.
The actions and strategies outlined in the framework are designed to:

1.7

1.8

Page 16

improve community outcomes;



enhance government accountability and performance;



strengthen the relationship between government and the community;



provide for more efficient and effective government operations; and



guide continuous improvement and work towards enhanced government
performance and accountability, rather than prescribe specific actions.

Two key objectives of the ACT Performance and Accountability Framework are:


‘performance reporting that is accessible, efficient and clearly aligned with plans’; and



‘clear expression of government priorities, agency objectives, agency activities,
performance indicators and their inter‐linkages’.

The ACT Performance and Accountability Framework document demonstrates the ACT’s
strategic planning framework as shown in the following diagram.

Figure 1‐1

Source:



ACT Planning Framework

Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government, page 6, Figure 3.1: ACT Planning
Framework
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Agency strategic planning
1.9

According to the ACT Performance and Accountability Framework document ‘agency
strategic planning is focused on the individual contribution that each agency makes towards
the Government’s priorities and long‐term goals’;
Key outputs of agency strategic planning are:


strategic objectives – what effect or difference the agency aims to make in the
community;



strategic indicators – measures of achievement against these objectives by assessing
progress of outcomes on the community; and



high‐level strategies for achieving these objectives.

Agency operational planning
1.10

According to the ACT Performance and Accountability Framework document ‘agency
operational planning is specific, detailed and focused on the near‐term. It determines
agency work programs and how resources will be managed over the year to achieve
longer‐term agency objectives and government priorities’:
Key outputs of this planning are:


agency output classes that summarise agency services and activities and the
objectives of these outputs;



the strategies, services and initiatives that compose each output class;



performance indicators that allow agencies to measure outcomes and outputs; and



the resources allocated to each output.

The outcome of this planning is consolidated in the annual Budget Papers.

1.11

Additionally, the ACT Performance and Accountability Framework document states that the
performance indicators to be used to measure agency performance in delivering outputs
‘should present a balanced, but concise picture of performance, which may include how
much was done, how well it was done and what it achieved’. These performance indicators
are referred to as accountability indicators.

Guide to the Performance Management Framework
1.12

In November 2012 the ACT Government released the Guide to the Performance
Management Framework. According to the Guide to the Performance Management
Framework (2012):
The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (Guide) has been prepared to assist
agencies with the process of developing meaningful and useful performance measures in line
with the performance measurement framework.

1.13

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) identifies the link between
territory entities’ strategic and accountability indicators and the Government’s broader
strategic planning:

ACT Government strategic and accountability indicators
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Performance indicators are used by agencies for the delivery of outputs to achieve the
Government’s vision under The Canberra Plan and its three sub‐plans – the Canberra Social
Plan, the Canberra Infrastructure Plan and the Canberra Spatial Plan – as well as strategic
plans relating to specific service‐delivery priorities.

Guidance on performance measurement
1.14

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) notes that ‘well‐developed,
meaningful and useful performance indicators are integral in meeting and reporting against
accountability requirements of the Government and the community’. In this respect ‘the
Guide brings together the minimum requirements for effective performance measurement
and reporting’.

1.15

According to the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012):
Performance can be described as how well a service meets its objectives, recognising the
influence of external factors. Measuring the performance of government services is important
for a number of reasons.

1.16



The services are vital to the community’s wellbeing and improving them will result in
major social and economic benefits.



The Government is continually re‐evaluating whether the community is receiving the
appropriate service mix and whether the services are getting to those most in need.



The Government needs to know whether its policies are effective and whether they
are being implemented efficiently.

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) further states:
Performance measurement can:

1.17



make performance more transparent;



allow for an assessment of whether program objectives are being met;



help clarify government objectives and responsibilities;



inform the wider community about the Government’s performance;



encourage ongoing performance improvement; and



encourage efficient service delivery.

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) provides further
information and guidance on attributes of good performance measures. These are listed in
full in Appendix A.

ACT Government agencies performance indicators
1.18
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As described in the ACT Performance and Accountability Framework document and Guide
to the Performance Management Framework (2012) there are two types of performance
indicators that are applied in the ACT Government’s performance model:


strategic indicators; and



accountability indicators.
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Strategic indicators
1.19

According to the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012):
When an agency undertakes its strategic planning, the focus is on the individual contribution
the agency will make towards Government priorities and long‐term goals. For an agency to
meet these priorities it is important to understand what the strategic objectives and strategic
indicators are, and the associated strategies required for achieving these objectives.

1.20

1.21

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) identifies the three key
outputs from an agency’s strategic planning processes are:


strategic objectives;



strategic indicators; and



high level strategies.

Strategic objectives are described as ‘the effect or difference the agency aims to make in
the community in the short to medium term’ and the high level strategies are identified as
‘the strategies used to achieve the strategic objectives’, while:
Strategic indicators [are] the measurement of an agency’s achievement in meeting the
strategic objectives through assessing the progress of outcomes on the community. The
intention is to track an agency’s performance in meeting the Government’s priorities and
long‐term goals.

1.22

1.23

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) provides guidance on key
features and attributes of strategic indicators. The Guide notes that strategic indicators
should be:


relevant and objective;



reliable and verifiable;



informative; and



attributable to agency actions.

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) provides further detailed
criteria that is to be applied when developing and selecting strategic indicators (refer to
Appendix A).

Accountability indicators
1.24

According to the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012):
Accountability indicators measure the agency’s effectiveness and efficiency in delivering its
outputs and may be measures of outcomes, outputs or inputs. Where appropriate, they may
also include input measures that report on the quantum and/or costs of individual services.

1.25

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) provides guidance on key
features and attributes of accountability indicators noting that ‘accountability indicators are

ACT Government strategic and accountability indicators
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subject to audit, and must be appropriately measurable to quantify achievement’. Agencies
are also expected to take into consideration the following guidance:


‘accountability indicators often link to strategic indicators. Accountability indicators
relate to outputs agencies produce through activities, whereas strategic indicators
relate to outcomes that the Government is trying to achieve or influence through
providing these outputs’;



‘usually accountability and strategic indicators should be different and agencies
should seek to avoid overlaps between the two. However, there may be limited
circumstances where some indicators may be presented as both strategic and
accountability indicators. This allows for discussion of longer‐term targets and
provides a strategic context for the agency’s performance, as well as providing an
annual target which will be subject to audit’;



‘agencies need to consider both quality and quantity aspects when setting the
accountability indicators and must present a balanced picture of the agency’s
performance’; and



‘rather than having a proliferation of indicators, agencies should select a smaller
number of key indicators which would be the most useful to stakeholders’.

1.26

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) provides further detailed
criteria that is to be applied when developing and selecting accountability indicators (refer
to Appendix A).

1.27

Accountability indicators are a measure of an agency’s performance, based on an allocated
budget and agreed output classes. The ability to achieve an accountability indicator should
be within the control of the agency based on the resources (budget) they have been
allocated. Reporting on these indicators is subject to review by the ACT Audit Office as part
of the annual process associated with the auditing of financial statements.

Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide
1.28

According to the Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013), it
‘complements [the] Guide to the Performance Measurement Framework’ and provides
further guidance to ACT Government agencies with respect to the setting of performance
indicators:
This step‐by‐step performance measurement guide (the Guide) will assist Directorates in
selecting and designing appropriate performance indicators to strengthen current program
and strategy management. This will introduce further consistency across Government in
planning, as well as in measuring and evaluating performance. The Guide will outline a method
for identifying outcomes and relevant outputs, developing appropriate performance indicators
and strengthening performance reporting – leading to more effective and efficient programs
and strategies.

1.29
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In relation to the selection of performance indicators the Organisational Performance
Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013) attempts to show the relationship between
various performance measure concepts. Table 1‐1 shows this relationship.
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Table 1‐1

Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013)
guidance on performance measures

Outcome
measures

Track our achievement of strategic goals.

Impact
measures

Track progress towards outcomes, asses the differences
occurring in the short/medium term, confirm the right mix
of outputs and assess cost‐effectiveness. Impact measures
indicate the success of the program and provide feedback
on performance by linking outputs to outcome levels.

Output
measures

Typically assess: quality, quantity, timeliness, location, cost
and coverage. Comparable information also allows your
Directorate to assess how production and efficiency have
changed, and to test whether impacts or outcomes changes
as predicted.

Source:

Strategic indicators
measure the
Government’s
performance against
outcomes and impacts.

Accountability indicators
measure a Directorate’s
performance in delivering
its outputs identified in
the Budget papers.

Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (April 2013) (ACT Government Chief Minister and Treasury),
page 5.

Assurance for performance
ACT Budget process
1.30

1.31

The Directors‐General of directorates and Chief Executive Officers of territory authorities
are responsible for delivering outcomes and outputs based on an annual allocated budget.
Directors‐General and Chief Executive Officers are responsible under the ACT performance
model1 for:


setting strategic indicators to monitor their directorate’s or agency’s progress towards
the Government’s vision for the Territory;



setting outputs;



establishing the full costs of outputs;



delivering the specific outputs within budget and in a sustainable manner;



effectively measuring and reporting performance in providing the required outputs;
and



actively using performance information to improve future service delivery.2

During the budget process ACT Government directorates and territory authorities (referred
to collectively as territory entities throughout this report), in consultation with Ministers,
are responsible for setting out what they plan to achieve in the financial year ahead to
contribute to Government priorities and the longer term vision for the Territory. This

1

The ACT Performance Model is a framework for agencies to report to Ministers and provide information to
the Government on delivering the strategic outcomes and strategic plans relating to service‐delivery
priorities. Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) page 7.
2

Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) pages 4 and 7.
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process includes entities’ strategic and accountability indicators that are reported on
annually:


accountability indicators are reported in entities’ statements of performance; and



if applicable to the agency, strategic indicators are reported in entities’ annual
reports.

Reporting requirements under the Financial Management Act 1996
1.32

Territory entities are required to report annually as part of their financial statements on the
performance of the entity, by virtue of the Financial Management Act 1996.3

1.33

To fulfil their reporting obligations, territory entities prepare statements of performance
which:


compare the entity’s performance in providing each output class against the
performance forecast in the entity’s budget or statement of intent for the year; and



give particulars of the extent to which the performance criteria set out in the budget
for the provision of the outputs were met.

Audit Office reviews
1.34

The ACT Audit Office conducts an annual review of accountability indicators by virtue of
subsection 30C(2) of the Financial Management Act 1996.

1.35

The ACT Audit Office is one of four Australian audit offices that issues an opinion on whether
there is evidence to support the results reported by agencies for accountability indicators
in statements of performance. The other offices are the Office of the Auditor General ‐
Western Australia, Victorian Auditor‐General’s Office and the Australian National Audit
Office.

Legislative requirements
1.36

The Financial Management Act 1996 outlines the legislative requirements that must be met
by the Treasurer, Ministers and directorates and territory entities in regards to budget
statements; they are:


the Treasurer must present to the Legislative Assembly the annual proposed budget
for:
 the Territory
 all directorates
 all territory authorities
 the territory‐owned corporations.4

3

Section 30A for Directorates and Section 68 for Territory Authorities

4

Financial Management Act 1996, Section 10
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the directorates’ budget statements must set out, amongst other things, the outputs
that the directorates should provide during the year as well as the performance
criteria they must meet in providing the outputs.5 Proposed budgets for territory‐
owned corporations must also include information on the outputs to be provided and
the performance criteria to be met in providing the outputs.6



Territory authorities (body corporates established by an Act) must consult with their
respective, responsible Minister before giving the Treasurer a statement of intent for
each financial year.7
 prescribed8 territory authorities’ statements of intent must set out, amongst
other things, the outputs that should be provided and the performance criteria to
be met in providing the outputs.9
 the statements of intent for territory authorities that are not prescribed must
also include, amongst other requirements, performance criteria and other
measures by which the performance of the authorities may be assessed against
their objectives for the year and each of the next 3 financial years.10



Ministers must prepare a half‐yearly performance report for the directorate for which
they are responsible and present the report to the Legislative Assembly within 45
days after 31 December each financial year.11



Directorates must prepare, as soon as practicable after the end of each financial year,
statements of performance in providing the outputs set out in the directorates’
budgets for the financial year and provided by the directorates during the year. The
statements must compare:
 the directorates’ performance in providing the outputs with the forecast
performance in the directorates’ budgets for the year; and
 the extent to which the performance criteria set out in the budget (i.e.
accountability indicators) for the provision of outputs were met.12



Territory authorities must also prepare as soon as practicable after the end of the
each financial year statements of performance in meeting the objectives in the
authorities’ statements of intent.13
 Prescribed territory authorities’ statements of performance must compare the
authorities’ performance in providing outputs with the forecast performance in

5

Financial Management Act 1996, Section 12(1) (b)(i) & (ii)

6

Financial Management Act 1996, Section 12A (b)(i)(ii)

7

Financial Management Act 1996, Section 61(1) (2) (3)

8

Prescribed means prescribed by the financial management guidelines (FMA definition).

9

Financial Management Act 1996, Section 61(6)(a)(b)

10

Financial Management Act 1996, Section 61(7)(a)

11

Financial Management Act 1996, Section 30E (1) (a) & (b)

12

Financial Management Act 1996, Section 30A

13

Financial Management Act 1996, Section 68(1)
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the authorities’ budgets for the year and information on the extent to which the
performance criteria set out in the budgets for the provision of outputs were
met.14
Territory authorities that are not prescribed must prepare statements of
performance that assess the authority’s performance by reference to the
performance criteria and other measures included in the authority’s statements
of intent.15

Audit objective and scope
Audit objective
1.37

The objective of this audit is to provide an independent opinion to the Legislative Assembly
on the effectiveness of territory entities’ strategic and accountability indicators in
measuring agencies’ performance.

Audit scope
1.38

The scope of the audit included consideration of all of the strategic and accountability
indicators (totalling 760 unique indicators) of all 27 territory entities subject to the
Statement of Performance process in 2015‐16 and 2016‐17.16 Appendix B includes a list of
the territory entities included in this audit by entity type.

Audit criteria, approach and method
Audit criteria
1.39

The audit examined territory entities’ performance indicators by considering the following
questions:


Are territory entities’ strategic and accountability indicators relevant and appropriate
in measuring ACT Government agencies’ performance?



Do territory entities have effective processes for the selection, review and approval of
strategic indicators and accountability indicators?

14

Financial Management Act 1996, Section 68(3)(a)(b)

15

Financial Management Act 1996, Section 68(2)

16

The Statement of Performance reporting requirements of the Financial Management Act 1996 do not
apply to the Office of the Legislative Assembly or officers of the Legislative Assembly (Auditor‐General and
Electoral Commissioner).
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Audit approach and method
1.40

The audit adopted the Office’s Performance Audit Methods and Practices (PAMPr) and
related policies, practice statements and guidance papers. These policies and practices have
been designed to comply with the requirements of the Auditor‐General Act 1996 and
relevant professional standards (including ASAE 3500 – Performance Engagements).

1.41

The audit method consisted of:


a desktop assessment was undertaken on all strategic and accountability indicators
(760 unique indicators) reported by 27 territory entities for the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17
financial years against the indicator evaluation criteria set out in Chief Minister,
Treasury and Economic Development Directorate’s Guide to the Performance
Management Framework (2012); and



fieldwork in 12 of the 27 Territory entities to examine:
 processes for the selection, review and approval of strategic and accountability
indicators; and
 alignment of entities’ strategic and accountability indicators with internal
performance indicators.
 alignment, where appropriate, with Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic
Development Directorate guidelines.

Desktop assessment
1.42

All strategic and accountability indicators (760) prepared by Territory entities for the
2015‐16 and 2016‐17 financial years were included in the desktop assessment. A list of the
27 entities is in Appendix B.

1.43

This comprehensive all‐encompassing assessment provides an opportunity to make an
assessment of performance indicators in use across the ACT Government as whole, rather
than focusing on one or a few entities’ indicators in isolation.

Period selected for assessment ‐ 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 financial years
1.44

The 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 financial years were selected as the period for assessment for this
audit. As the audit commenced in May 2017, selecting the 2016‐17 financial year meant
that the most recent set of Territory entity performance indicators would be assessed, along
with the processes entities had in place for the selection, review, monitoring and reporting
on those indicators. The 2015‐16 financial year was also included so that changes to
indicators or entity processes over time could be considered.
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Number of indicators assessed
1.45

For the purposes of the desktop assessment, where an indicator had separate sub‐sections
or targets, each section was assessed separately; the large numbers reported reflect this
approach. The 1,279 indicators reported by entity type subject to the Statement of
Performance review in 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 is shown in Table 1‐2.

Table 1‐2

Strategic and accountability indicators

Indicator type by
entity

Strategic

Accountability

2015‐16

2016‐17

Total

2015‐16

2016‐17

Total

129

136

265

357

358

715

Territory Authorities
(prescribed)

9

9

18

31

28

59

Territory Authorities
(not prescribed)

2

0

2

119

101

220

140

145

285

507

487

994

Directorates

Total
Source:

ACT Audit Office

1.46

Where the same indicator was reported by an entity in both the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17
financial years it was only assessed once in the desktop assessment. Based on this, the total
number of unique indicators assessed was 760, refer to Table 1‐3.

Table 1‐3

Unique indicators assessed in desktop assessment

Indicator type

Strategic

Accountability

146

439

Territory Authorities (prescribed)

9

39

Territory Authorities (not
prescribed)

2

125

157

603

Directorates

Total
Source:

ACT Audit Office

1.47

Each of the 760 unique indicators were combined in excel spreadsheets and assessed
against the indicator evaluation criteria in the Guide to the Performance Management
Framework (2012) (refer to Appendix A). The results were then considered within the
context of the entities’ functions.

Desktop assessment
1.48
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As listed in Appendix A, the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) lists
18 evaluation criteria against which indicators can be assessed; seven for strategic
indicators and eleven for accountability indicators. These eighteen evaluation criteria were
used as the basis of the desktop assessment applied in this audit as they are well‐established
and have been in place since 2012.
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1.49

The evaluation criteria and a definition of how each was interpreted and applied for the
desktop assessment is at Appendix C. The definitions were developed because:


the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) evaluation criteria
refers to ACT Government strategic documents that are no longer current, for
example the Canberra Plan: Towards our Second Century (refer to paragraph 2.10 to
2.12 for more information). Accordingly, it was necessary to develop relevant
reference sources for all criteria; and



some of the evaluation criteria in the Guide to the Performance Management
Framework (2012) are briefly described and therefore open to interpretation (refer to
paragraph 2.26 to 2.27 for more detail).

1.50

The Audit Office’s interpretation of the evaluation criteria in Appendix C was developed in
consultation with the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate.

1.51

Each of the 760 unique performance indicators was assessed against the interpretation of
the evaluation criteria in Appendix C and an assessment was made as to whether each
individual performance indicator met or did not meet each evaluation criterion. The
individual indicator assessment included considering the indicator against:


the ACT Government’s Budget in Brief and Budget Statements;



an entity’s strategic plans and business plans, where publically available;



an entity’s founding legislation;



the Report on Government Services and/or other national reporting requirements;
and



the ACT Audit Office’s Financial Audit team consideration of performance indicator
cover sheets,17 ACT Auditor‐General Reports on Factual Findings on Statements of
Performance and Management Reports.18

1.52

Three ACT Audit Office staff and a consultant conducted the desktop assessment. Each of
the indicators was assessed by at least two team members (an assessor and a checker). If
the two team members made different assessments, a third team member assessed the
indicator and a consensus was agreed.

1.53

Analysis of the results of the desktop review are presented in Chapter 2.

1.54

The 27 entities included in the desktop assessment are listed in Appendix B. The 12 entities
selected for further examination are in bold italics.

17

These sheets detail the indicator, the target, how it is measured and the supporting evidence available to
support the reported results and are signed off by at least two staff (preparing officer and approving
officer).
18

Management Reports document significant issues identified during an audit of financial statements and
review of statement of performance.
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ASSESSMENT OF INDICATORS

2.1

This chapter examines the ACT Government’s guidance material for Territory entities to
develop their strategic and accountability indicators. It also provides the results of a desktop
assessment of entities’ strategic and accountability indicators, as developed for the 2015‐16
and 2016‐17 financial years, comparing them with the indicator evaluation criteria set out
in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012). The assessment is the
basis for determining the effectiveness of Territory entities’ strategic and accountability
indicators in measuring performance.

Summary
Conclusions
The ACT Government’s Performance and Accountability Framework was developed and
implemented between 2009 and 2013 as an integrated and thorough mechanism for planning and
reporting on Territory entities’ performance. It has not been maintained and does not reflect new
government priorities or changes that have occurred over time. This creates a vacuum for
Territory entities in developing and reporting on indicators and is a risk to the overall
accountability process.
Although comprehensive, the Performance and Accountability Framework guidance needs to be
streamlined as it is unduly large and complex with overlapping material. Additionally, criteria to
be followed when developing strategic and accountability indicators would benefit from being
reduced and better defined; and all strategic objectives need to be supported by strategic
indicators. Without the latter there is no way to measure progress. Public reporting on a website
on the progress in meeting high‐level progress indicators was a feature of the framework’s design
but was not maintained. Electronic reporting in a form that presents information so that progress
can be readily tracked by community and Legislative Assembly members needs to be progressed.
The vacuum in the Performance and Accountability Framework in not specifying the relevant
current strategic policy documents may have contributed to a key criterion for strategic indicators
(i.e. ‘Representative ‐ … relate to broader government priorities’) not being a feature of all
strategic indicators. In contrast, a similar and key characteristic for accountability indicators (i.e.
‘Representative ‐ … assist in achieving … broader government priorities’) was evidenced for the
majority of accountability indicators.
Not all strategic indicators are relevant and appropriate for measuring ACT Government progress
towards key strategic polices. In contrast, Territory entities’ accountability indicators are effective
in measuring their performance. While this is the case, it may be appropriate to have fewer
accountability indicators given the very large number that are used, and there may be better
indicators.
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Key findings
Paragraph
The Guide to the Performance Management Framework was developed in November
2012. It has not been reviewed or revised since its release in 2012. Since this time
there have been a number of changes to ACT Government performance and
accountability mechanisms, which has resulted in parts of the guidance being out‐
of‐date. These include:


out‐of‐date references to the Canberra Plan; and



amendments to the Financial Management Act 1996 relating to
performance management requirements.

2.5

The change of strategic planning focus from the Canberra Plan and its priorities to
the Budget Statement priorities has not been reflected in ACT Government
performance and accountability guidance material, including the Guide to the
Performance Management Framework (2012). The change of focus has also not been
reflected in the relevant performance and accountability pages on the Chief
Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate website.

2.13

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) has not been
updated to reflect revisions to the Financial Management Act 1996 relating to
timeframes for the preparation of half‐yearly directorate performance reports for
the Legislative Assembly.

2.14

The three key performance management guidance documents (Guide to the
Performance Management Framework (2012), Strengthening Performance and
Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government (2011) and the Organisational
Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013)) represent a combined total
of 84 pages of guidance. These documents cover a range of issues and concepts,
some of which are duplicated. The multiplicity of documents and the duplication
presents a risk that relevant information is not readily obvious.

2.21

The terminology or definition used to describe the same type of consideration varies
between the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) and the
other guidance (Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the
ACT Government (2011) and the Organisational Performance Measurement and
Reporting Guide (2013)).

2.26

There is a significant number of considerations to be made by Territory entities in
developing indicators. Several of the evaluation criteria that need to be considered
overlap in coverage, although their wording is different, and the definition of some
is ambiguous. This, and the large volume of guidance material, presents a risk that
the relevant material may be missed and evaluation criteria not applied

2.32
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appropriately. Reviewing and consolidating guidance material, and reducing and
clarifying the definitions of evaluation criteria, would mitigate this risk.
Nineteen Territory entities have strategic indicators which support their strategic
objectives. The results of an assessment of their 157 strategic indicators’ alignment
with the seven ‘Strategic indicators – Evaluation criteria’ in the Guide to the
Performance Management Framework (2012) follows relative to each criterion.


2.100

Representative (relate to broader government priorities articulated in
ACT Government documents).
All the strategic indicators of eight entities (42 per cent) meet this
criterion. These entities are the ACT Local Hospital Network, ACTION,
Capital Metro Agency (former entity), Education Directorate, ACT Legal
Aid Commission, Territory and Municipal Services (former Directorate),
Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate, and Cultural Facilities
Corporation who fully meet this criterion.
The majority of the strategic indicators of three entities (16 per cent)
meet this criterion. Housing ACT have one indicator that partially meets
this criterion. The Justice and Community Safety Directorate has four
that partially meet the criterion and the Health Directorate has fifteen
indicators that partially meet this criterion.
Four entities (21 per cent) have strategic indicators that all partially
meet this criterion; the Territory Banking Account, Superannuation
Provision Account, Canberra Institute of Technology and the ACT
Gambling and Racing Commission.
Some of the strategic indicators of three entities (16 per cent) meet
this criterion. These entities are the Chief Minister, Treasury and
Economic Development Directorate, Community Services Directorate,
and the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development
Directorate.
The activities of entities that provide whole of government functions,
such as the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate and the Justice and Community Safety Directorate are not
specifically included in government priority documents. These however
may underpin the achievement of government priorities and are
important and appropriate to measure.



Responsive (relate to entity work programs and identified priorities)
All the strategic indicators of all territory entities meet this criterion.



Clarity (clear, understandable and easy to interpret).
All the strategic indicators of fourteen entities (74 per cent) meet this
criterion. These entities are the Territory Banking Account, ACT Local
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Hospital Network, ACTION, Capital Metro Agency (former entity),
Community Services Directorate, Education Directorate, Health
Directorate, Justice and Community Safety Directorate, ACT Legal Aid
Commission, Lifetime Care and Support, Superannuation Provision
Account, ACT Gambling and Racing Commission, Canberra Institute of
Technology and Cultural Facilities Corporation.
The majority of the strategic indicators of four entities (21 per cent)
meet this criterion. These entities are the Chief Minister, Treasury and
Economic Development Directorate, Housing ACT, Territory and
Municipal Services (former Directorate) and Transport Canberra and
City Services.
The Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate
has a limited number of its strategic indicators that meet this criterion.


Quantifiable (measurable rather than simply descriptive statements,
allowing for both quantitative and qualitative assessments of
performance).
All the strategic indicators of twelve entities (63 per cent) meet this
criterion. These entities are the ACT Local Hospital Network, ACTION,
Capital Metro Agency (former entity), Community Services Directorate,
Education Directorate, Health Directorate, Housing ACT, Justice and
Community Safety Directorate, Lifetime Care and Support Fund,
Superannuation Provision Account, Territory and Municipal Services
(former Directorate) and Canberra Institute of Technology.
The majority of the strategic indicators of three entities (16 per cent)
meet this criterion. These entities are the Chief Minister, Treasury and
Economic Development Directorate, Transport Canberra and City
Services Directorate and the ACT Gambling and Racing Commission.
Four entities (21 per cent) have one or no strategic indicators that
meet this criterion. These entities are the Environment, Planning and
Sustainable Development Directorate, Territory Banking Account, ACT
Legal Aid Commission and Cultural Facilities Corporation.



Comparable (comparable with a baseline standard to allow for progress
to be tracked between years).
All the strategic indicators of ten entities (53 per cent) meet this
criterion or it is not applicable to them. The entities who meet this
criterion are the Territory Banking Account, ACT Local Hospital
Network, ACTION, Community Services Directorate, Housing ACT,
Justice and Community Safety Directorate, Lifetime Care and Support
Fund, Superannuation Provision Account, Canberra Institute of
Technology and Cultural Facilities Corporation.
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The majority of the strategic indicators of four entities (21 per cent)
meet this criterion. These entities are the Health Directorate, Education
Directorate, the ACT Gambling and Racing Commission and the
Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate. A
few of the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate and none of the ACT Legal Aid Commission meet this
criterion.
The strategic indicators for three entities Capital Metro Agency,
Territory and Municipal Services Directorate, Transport Canberra and
City Services Directorate were not assessed as the entities were not
operating in both the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 financial years.


Longer term (a medium to long term focus rather than reporting on
immediate results).
All the strategic indicators of all territory entities meet this criterion
except for the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate (the one indicator was not carried forward from 2015‐16 to
2016‐17) and the Capital Metro Agency (former entity).



Sustainable (i.e. minimal resources to capture data)
All the strategic indicators of fourteen entities (74 per cent) meet this
criterion. The Territory Banking Account, ACT Local Hospital Network,
ACTION, Capital Metro Agency (former entity), Community Services
Directorate, Health Directorate, Justice and Community Safety
Directorate, Transport Canberra and City Services, ACT Legal Aid
Commission, Lifetime Care and Support, Superannuation Provision
Account, ACT Gambling and Racing Commission, Canberra Institute of
Technology and Cultural Facilities Corporation.
The majority of the strategic indicators of the other entities, except for
the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate
meet this criterion. However, it is questionable that this is an
evaluation criterion.

Twenty seven ACT Government Territory entities have accountability indicators for
their output classes in the budget papers. The results of a review of their 603
accountability indicators’ alignment with eleven criterion in the ‘Accountability
indicators – Evaluation criteria’ in the Guide to the Performance Management
Framework (November 2012) follows relative to each criterion.


2.169

Representative (assist in achieving the broader government priorities
articulated in ACT Government documents).
All the accountability indicators of twenty four Territory entities (89 per
cent) meet this criterion either fully or partially. For the other entities
Territory and Municipal Services (former Directorate), Transport
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Canberra and City Services Directorate and the Public Trustee and
Guardian most of their indicators meet this criterion.


Relevant (fit for the intended purpose), Quantifiable (quantifiable and
measure to a reasonable degree accuracy), and Verifiable (evidence
will be required).
All Territory entities’ accountability indicators either meet or partially
meet the Relevant criterion.



All Territory entities’ accountability indicators meet the Quantifiable
and Verifiable criterion.



Clarity (clear, understandable and easy to interpret).
Fourteen Territory entities (52 per cent) had all their accountability
indicators meet this criterion.
Only a few of the accountability indicators of the other entities do not
meet this criterion. These entities are the ACT Local Hospital Network,
the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate,
Community Services Directorate, Education Directorate, Environment,
Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate, Health Directorate,
Territory and Municipal Services (former Directorate), Transport
Canberra and City Services Directorate, Compulsory Third Party
Insurance, Gambling and Racing Commission, Insurance Authority, Land
Development Agency (former entity), and the Public Trustee and
Guardian.



External focus (external focus, rather than internal or technical
processes).
All the accountability indicators of eighteen Territory entities (67 per
cent) meet this criterion.
The majority of the indicators of five entities (19 per cent) meet this
criterion. These entities are ACTION, Chief Minister, Treasury and
Economic Development Directorate, Justice and Community Safety
Directorate, ACT Building and Construction Industry Training Fund
Authority and the Gambling and Racing Commission.
Some of the indicators of the Capital Metro Agency (former entity),
Insurance Authority, Public Cemeteries and the Public Trustee and
Guardian meet this criterion.



Comparable (maintain continuity and comparability of results across
years).
Only nine Territory entities (33 per cent) have accountability indicators
that meet this criterion. These entities are the Territory Banking
Account, ACT Local Hospital Network, Housing ACT, Superannuation
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Provisional Account, ACT Building and Construction Industry Training
Fund Authority, Compulsory Third Party Insurance, Long Service Leave
Authority, Canberra Institute of Technology, and Cultural Facilities
Corporation.
The ACT Gambling and Racing Commission and the Legal Aid
Commission have many indicators that do not meet this criterion.


Timeliness (up‐to‐date information reported in a timely manner with
reasonable frequency).
All the accountability indicators of twenty six entities (96 per cent)
meet the timeliness criterion. The Gambling and Racing Commission is
the only entity with some indicators that do not meet this criterion.

All of the twelve audited Territory entities selected for further audit review monitor
progress against externally reported indicators more frequently than is required
under Financial Management Act 1996 reporting requirements. It was also
evidenced that there was strong alignment between externally reported indicators
and internally managed and reported indicators, which suggests that the external
indicators are relevant and appropriate and focused on the things that matter to the
organisation. Where there was evidence of externally reported indicators not being
perceived as relevant or appropriate by the relevant business unit in the entity, it
was apparent that efforts were being directed to reviewing and revising these
indicators to make them more relevant and appropriate.

2.179

Guidance for setting indicators
Guide to the Performance Management Framework
2.2

The ACT Government’s Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) was the
key guidance document examined. However, consideration was also given to two other
documents; the Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT
Government (2011) and Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide
(2013) (refer to paragraphs 1.1 to 1.2).

2.3

Material in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) is used as the
basis for assessing the effectiveness of Territory entities’ strategic and accountability
indicators because it is comprehensive:
The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (Guide) has been prepared to assist
agencies with the process of developing meaningful and useful performance measures in line
with the performance measurement framework.19

19

Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012), page 4, 1.1
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2.4

In reviewing the effectiveness of guidance material, findings were found in relation to:


the currency and relevance of the guidance;



accessibility of the guidance; and



consistency and ease of use of the guidance, including consistency in terminology
across different guidance documents.

Currency and relevance of the guidance
2.5

2.6

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework was developed in November 2012.
It has not been reviewed or revised since its release in 2012. Since this time there have been
a number of changes to ACT Government performance and accountability mechanisms,
which has resulted in parts of the guidance being out‐of‐date. These include:


out‐of‐date references to the Canberra Plan; and



amendments to the Financial Management Act 1996 relating to performance
management requirements.

The Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government
was developed in February 2011 and the Organisational Performance Measurement and
Reporting Guide was developed in April 2013. These documents have also not been
reviewed or revised since their implementation.

Out‐of‐date references to the Canberra Plan
2.7

A feature of the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) is the
recognition of, and alignment with, the Canberra Plan for the purpose of the ACT’s
performance and accountability mechanisms.

2.8

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) identifies the link between
Territory entities’ strategic and accountability indicators and the Government’s broader
strategic planning:
Performance indicators are used by agencies for the delivery of outputs to achieve the
Government’s vision under The Canberra Plan and its three sub‐plans – the Canberra Social
Plan, the Canberra Infrastructure Plan and the Canberra Spatial Plan – as well as strategic
plans relating to specific service‐delivery priorities.20

2.9

In providing guidance to Territory entities for the setting of strategic and accountability
indicators, the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) discusses the
need for the indicators to be Representative as follows:


‘strategic indicators should relate to broader government priorities articulated in the
Canberra Plan’;21 and

20

Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012), page 4, 1.1

21

Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012), page 14
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2.10

for accountability measures ‘measures should assist in achieving the broader
government priorities articulated in the Canberra Plan’.22

The Canberra Plan and its associated sub‐plans were first published in 2004 and were
subsequently revised in 2008. The revised Canberra Plan, Towards our Second Century
(2008), describes the overarching vision for Canberra and the ACT Government’s strategic
priorities of:


Quality health care



A fair and safe community



Excellent education, quality teaching and skills development



A strong, dynamic economy



A vibrant city and great neighbourhood



A sustainable future



High quality services.

2.11

However, the Canberra Plan is out‐of‐date and is no longer referred to for ACT Government
planning purposes.

2.12

The acting Deputy Director‐General, Strategic Policy and Cabinet, Chief Minister, Treasury
and Economic Development Directorate advised that the Government’s contemporary
vision is set out in annual Budget Statements and Budget in Brief documents and Canberra:
A statement of ambition (2016). The Canberra: A statement of ambition (2016) outlines the
Chief Minister’s vision for Canberra by way of four ‘directions of travel’:

2.13

22



We must attract and retain the talented people that can help make our city great



We must continue to open and diversify our local economy building on the strong
position we have as one of Australia’s longest serving knowledge based cities



We must deliver better metropolitan infrastructure that helps to renew our inner
precincts, strengthening our suburbs and providing new opportunities for all



We must embrace the digital mindset and deliver integrated smart city initiatives.

The change of strategic planning focus from the Canberra Plan and its priorities to the
Budget Statement priorities has not been reflected in ACT Government performance and
accountability guidance material, including the Guide to the Performance Management
Framework (2012). The change of focus has also not been reflected in the relevant
performance and accountability pages on the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic
Development Directorate website.

Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012), page 21
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Amendments to the Financial Management Act 1996
2.14

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) has not been updated to
reflect revisions to the Financial Management Act 1996 relating to timeframes for the
preparation of half‐yearly directorate performance reports for the Legislative Assembly.

2.15

On 1 October 2015, changes were made to section 30E of the Financial Management Act
1996 (FMA).23 The amendment relates to a change in the number of days Ministers have to
prepare half‐yearly directorate performance reports for the Legislative Assembly; Ministers
were previously required to prepare the reports within 30 days after 31 December each
financial year, this increased to within 45 days in October 2015.

2.16

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) refers to the previous
timeframe of 30 days. The guide also makes reference to out of date Financial Management
(Statement of Performance Scrutiny) Guidelines; the current guidelines are dated 2017 but
the guide refers to the 2008 and 2011 versions that have been repealed.

Accessibility of the guidance
2.17

The Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate is responsible for the
promulgation of performance and accountability guidance. The ACT Treasury has a specific
role to ensure that the ACT Government and public sector entities comply with the Financial
Management Act 1996. In doing so the ACT Treasury provides technical advice to public
sector entities to assist them to fulfil the performance and reporting requirements of the
Financial Management Act 1996.

2.18

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) and related guidance
(Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government
(2011) and the Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013)) can
be accessed via the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate
website.

2.19

The majority of corporate finance and corporate governance staff interviewed in the twelve
entities examined in this audit advised that they were aware of the Guide to the
Performance Management Framework (2012) but they did not routinely refer to it and
relied on following their established processes for reviewing performance indicators. Staff
from the Canberra Institute of Technology advised that they were not aware of the Guide
to the Performance Management Framework (2012) and were unable to locate it by
searching on the Chief Minister Treasury and Economic Development Directorate website
‘because of fire wall issues and the lack of accessibility to the Treasury Intranet.’

2.20

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) and the Organisational
Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013) provide complementary guidance
on performance and accountability mechanisms. However, this is not explained on the Chief

23

The FMA was amended by Financial Management Amendment Act 2015 (A2015‐34).
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Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate‘s Policy and Strategic Direction
webpage nor is it referred to on the directorate’s Accounting in the ACT Government
webpage. There is no hyperlink between the webpages and the three guides must be read
to know that they are complementary and should be used in conjunction with each other.

Consistency and ease of use of the guidance
Length of guidance and ease of use
2.21

The three key performance management guidance documents (Guide to the Performance
Management Framework (2012), Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A
Framework for the ACT Government (2011) and the Organisational Performance
Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013)) represent a combined total of 84 pages of
guidance. These documents cover a range of issues and concepts, some of which are
duplicated. The multiplicity of documents and the duplication presents a risk that relevant
information is not readily obvious.

Number of varying attributes and evaluation criteria
2.22

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) identifies considerations for
Territory entities when selecting indicators (Appendix A).

2.23

With reference to strategic indicators, the Guide to the Performance Management
Framework (2012) suggests 28 attributes or considerations are needed, being:
 fifteen ‘Attributes of good performance measures’ (Appendix A);
 six characteristics for selection of strategic indicators:
 relevant and objective
 reliable and verifiable
 informative
 attributable to agency actions;24 and
 seven ‘Strategic indicators ‐ Evaluation Criteria (Appendix A).

2.24

For accountability indicators the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012)
similarly suggests Territory entities give consideration to the fifteen ‘Attributes of good
performance measures’ (Appendix A) as well as eleven ‘Accountability indicators –
Evaluation Criteria’ (Appendix A).

2.25

Additionally, the Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013)
identifies ten ‘Characteristics of good performance indicators’ (Appendix A). Many of these
are either similar to, or duplicate, those in the Guide to the Performance Management
Framework (2012). For example, Table 2‐1 shows how the characteristics of ‘reliable and
verifiable’ for strategic indicators are similar to those included in the 15 attributes of good
performance measures and the seven evaluation criteria.

24

Guide to the Performance Management Framework, page 14, 5.2
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Table 2‐1

Strategic indicators – examples of duplication and similarity

Characteristics

Attributes of good performance
measures (Guide to the
Performance Management
Framework (Appendix A, page
103))

Strategic indicators ‐ Evaluation
Criteria (Guide to the Performance
Management Framework (Appendix
A, page 103 ))

 Reliable and
verifiable

 Measures should be
quantifiable and measurable
to a reasonable degree of
accuracy (particularly for
auditable measures).

 Quantifiable – indicators should
be measurable rather than simply
descriptive statements. This
allows for both quantitative and
qualitative assessments of
performance.

 Measures should be
independently verifiable
(evidence will be required).
 There should be a means of
comparing results or progress
over time through either
evaluation with a benchmark
or with previous results. This
information will often be
presented by way of a table or
graph.
Source:

 Comparable – indicators should
be comparable with a baseline
standard to allow for progress to
be tracked between years.

Excerpts from the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012)

Variation in terminology across performance guidance documents
2.26

The terminology or definition used to describe the same type of consideration varies
between the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) and the other
guidance (Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT
Government (2011) and the Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting
Guide (2013)).

2.27

Table 2‐2 shows variation in the descriptions of the concepts of Relevant, Representative
and Reliable criteria for performance indicators across the guidance documents. While
some of the descriptions are similar, there are some key differences.
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Table 2‐2

Terminology differences in ACT Government performance and
accountability guidance

Accountability
indicators – Evaluation
Criteria (Guide to the
Performance
Management
Framework 2002
(Appendix A, page
113))

Strategic indicators –
Evaluation Criteria
(Guide to the
Performance
Management
Framework 2002
(Appendix A, page
103))

Characteristics of good
performance indicators
(Organisational
Performance Measurement
and Reporting Guide 2011
(Appendix A, page 103 ))

Characteristic of
strategic indicators
(Strengthening
Performance and
Accountability: A
Framework for the
ACT Government
2011 (Appendix A,
page 103))

Relevant‐ measures
should be relevant and
fit for the intended
purpose, for the
information of
Ministers, the Assembly
and the community

N / A ‐ not listed as an
evaluation criteria

Relevant – Performance
measures must be relevant
and aligned to what the
organisation is trying to
achieve. It must also be
confirmed that the measure
is the most appropriate way
of assessing the
performance of the
output/impact/outcome
and present an indication of
how the Directorate is
performing

Relevant to
objectives

Representative –
measures should assist
in achieving the
broader government
priorities articulated in
the Canberra Plan

Representative –
strategic indicators
should relate to the
broader government
priorities articulated in
the Canberra Plan

N / A ‐ not listed as a
characteristic

N / A ‐ not listed as
a characteristic

N / A ‐ not listed as an
evaluation criteria

N / A ‐ not listed as an
evaluation criteria

Reliable – Performance
measures must be relatively
accurate and responsive to
changes. For example, a
measure based on a very
small sample may show
large fluctuations. Similarly,
a measure that is not
responsive to change will
not demonstrate the impact
of programs.

Reliable and
verifiable

Source:

ACT Government Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide; ACT Government Guide to the Performance
Management Framework; ACT Government Strengthening Performance and Accountability; A Framework for the ACT
Government.

2.28

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) identifies considerations
Territory entities should make when selecting strategic and accountability indicators. By
virtue of the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) Territory entities
are asked to make numerous considerations; up to 28 different considerations for strategic
indicators and 26 considerations for accountability indicators. In addition, the
Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013) identifies ten
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separate ‘characteristics of good performance indicators’ for consideration by Territory
entities.
2.29

There is duplication and similarity in aspects of the guidance material as well as differences
and incongruity. The number of considerations to be made by Territory entities when
developing strategic and accountability indicators is unwieldy and impractical to apply. This
presents a risk that entities may not focus on what is critical and practical to consider when
developing performance indicators.

Other jurisdictions’ guidance
2.30

Consideration of other jurisdictions’ guidance for the development of performance
indicators (also referred to as ‘principles for developing performance measures’)25 in Table
2‐3 shows the use of a varying number of considerations, ranging between three to 12 or
more, as well as varying definitions for similar criteria.

Table 2‐3

Performance indicator evaluation criteria or principles

Jurisdiction

Criteria or principles in developing
performance measures

Source

Queensland Government

Relevant

Measuring, Monitoring and
Reporting Performance;
Reference Guide (April 2017)

Attributable
Comparable
Well‐defined
Timely
Prevent unintended consequences
Reliable and Verifiable
Time‐framed
Achievable
Credible
Cost Effective
Western Australia Audit
Office

Relevant

Beyond Compliance: Reporting
and managing KPIs in the public
sector, Report 3 (April 2012)

Appropriate
Free from bias

NSW Audit Office

Relevant
Appropriate
Show how core functions contribute
to agency objectives
High level indicators

Better Practice Guides –
Reporting Performance; A guide
to preparing performance
information for Annual Reports
(2000)

Informative
Qualitative and quantitative

25

Measuring, Monitoring and Reporting Performance ‐ Reference Guide, April 2017, Queensland
Government
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Jurisdiction

Criteria or principles in developing
performance measures

Source

Local Government Division,
Department of Premier and
Cabinet, Tasmania

Efficiency

Local Government Sustainability
Objectives and Indicators;
December (2011)

Effectiveness
Appropriateness
Measures outcomes not activity
Verifiable
Free from bias
Focus on most important
components of the objective
Include qualitative and quantitative
information

Australian National Audit
Office

Relevant

Report No. 58 2016‐17

Reliable

Implementation of the Annual
Performance Statements
Requirements 2015‐16

Complete
Source:

Sources as noted in the table

2.31

As discussed in paragraphs 2.23 to 2.24, by virtue of the Guide to the Performance
Management Framework (2012) Territory entities are asked to make numerous
considerations; up to 28 for strategic indicators and 26 when selecting accountability
indicators. In addition, the Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide
(2013) also identifies ten separate ‘characteristics of good performance indicators’ for the
consideration of Territory entities.

2.32

There is a significant number of considerations to be made by Territory entities in
developing indicators. Several of the evaluation criteria that need to be considered overlap
in coverage, although their wording is different, and the definition of some is ambiguous.
This, and the large volume of guidance material, presents a risk that the relevant material
may be missed and evaluation criteria not applied appropriately. Reviewing and
consolidating guidance material, and reducing and clarifying the definitions of evaluation
criteria, would mitigate this risk.

2.33

Examples of how evaluation criteria could be reduced is provided in Table 2‐4 (for strategic
indicators) and Table 2‐5 (for accountability indicators). The examples are provided for
illustrative purposes and not as an indication of what should be adopted for the ACT.
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Table 2‐4

Illustration of a reduced set of strategic indicator criteria

Existing
evaluation
criteria

Definition

Suggested
criteria

Comments

Representative

Strategic Focus

Indicators are directly aligned with
documented ACT government policies
and priority areas (e.g. Canberra: A
Statement of Ambition) and agency
strategic objectives.

Clarity

Indicators should be clear,
understandable and easy to interpret,
and be accompanied by explanatory
information to provide context for
viewers of the information.

Responsive

Clarity

Quantifiable

Quantifiable

Indicators should be measurable
rather than simply descriptive
statements. This allows for both
quantitative and qualitative
assessments of performance.
Indicators should be comparable with
a baseline standard to allow for
progress to be tracked between years.

Comparable

Comparable
Longer term
focus

Sustainable
Source:
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Indicators should have a medium to
long term focus rather than reporting
on immediate results.

Suggest deleting as a criteria

This criterion covers the evaluation
criteria of Representative and
Responsive.
It includes the need for a link between
agency strategic indicators and agency
strategic objectives (Responsive
criterion) and in turn a link between
agency strategic objectives and
broader ACT Government priorities
(Representative criterion).
No change to the definition in the
evaluation criteria as it is clear as it
stands.

No change to the definition in the
evaluation criteria as it is clear as it
stands.
This criterion covers the evaluation
criteria of Comparable and Longer term
Focus.
This is a combination of the
comparable and longer term focus
evaluation criteria definitions.

The sustainability of an indicator is a
consideration in developing a criteria,
not a characteristic of an indicator.

ACT Audit Office
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Table 2‐5

Illustration of a reduced set of accountability indicator criteria

Evaluation
criteria

Suggested
criteria

Definition

Representative
Relevant

Accountability
Focus

Measures should provide a balanced
perspective on the activities covered
in the output class.

Focus

Quantifiable
Quantifiable
Verifiable

External Focus

Impartiality

Source:

The definition describes the need
for indicators to achieve their aim
of providing relevant and balanced
information on the output classes
it covers.
This criterion covers the
evaluation criteria of quantifiable
and verifiable. The definitions for
these two criteria were
synonymous.
The suggested definition is a
combination of the quantifiable
and verifiable evaluation criteria
definitions.
No change to the definition on the
evaluation criteria as it is clear as it
stands.

Clarity

Indicators should be clear,
understandable and easy to interpret,
and be accompanied by explanatory
information to provide context for
viewers of the information.

The definition for clarity has been
amended to align with the
definition for clarity for strategic
indicators.

Comparable

Measures should, as far as possible,
maintain continuity and comparability
of reported results across years.

No change to the definition on the
evaluation criteria as it is clear as it
stands.

Timeliness

Measures should be reported in a
timely manner and with reasonable
frequency, ensuring information is not
out of date.

No change to the definition on the
evaluation criteria as it is clear as it
stands.

Timeliness

Sustainable

This criterion covers the
evaluation criteria of
representative, relevant and focus.

Measures should have an external
focus, rather than focussing on
internal or technical processes.

External Focus

Clarity

Comparable

Measures should be quantifiable and
measurable to a reasonable degree of
accuracy and should be independently
verifiable (evidence will be required).

Comments

Suggest deleting as a criteria

The sustainability of an indicator is
a consideration in developing a
criteria, not a characteristic of an
indicator.

Suggest deleting as a criteria

The impartiality of an indicator is a
consideration in developing a
criteria, not a characteristic of an
indicator.

ACT Audit Office
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RECOMMENDATION 1

ACT PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY FRAMEWORK

The Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate should update the
Performance and Accountability Framework in a timely manner (around eighteen months).
At a minimum this should include:
a)

identifying and documenting the replacement for the Canberra Plan and removing
references to the Canberra Plan;

b) reflecting amendments to the Financial Management Act 1996 in relation to Section
30E, regarding timeframes for Ministerial half‐yearly reports and Financial
Management (Statement of Performance Scrutiny) Guidelines;
c)

linking the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012), Strengthening
Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government (2011) and
Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013) on the Chief
Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate webpages and making the
relationship between the documents explicit;

d) reviewing and consolidating guidance documents to remove duplication and
inconsistencies (Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012),
Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government
(2011) and Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013));
e)

reducing the criteria for accountability and strategic indicators and clarifying the
definitions for each criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework
(2012);

Assessment of strategic indicators
2.34

As described in paragraph 1.47, each of the 157 unique strategic reported by 19 Territory
entities in the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 financial years were assessed against the evaluation
criteria in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012).

2.35

The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) defines strategic objectives
and indicators as follows:
Strategic Objectives ‐ the effect or difference the agency aims to make in the community in the
short to medium term.
Strategic Indicators – the measurement of an agency’s achievement in meeting the strategic
objectives through assessing the progress of outcomes on the community. The intention is to
track an agency’s performance in meeting the Government’s priorities and long‐term goals.26

26

Guide to the Performance Management Framework, page 13, 5.1
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2.36

Figure 2‐1 shows a breakdown of the Territory entities’ strategic indicators against the four
2016‐17 Budget in Brief ACT Government priorities:


Health and Education – 36 per cent of all strategic indicators related to this priority
and 53 per cent of 2016‐17 Budget expenditure was allocated;



Enhancing Liveability and Social Inclusion ‐ 31 per cent of all strategic indicators
related to this priority and 20 per cent of 2016‐17 Budget expenditure was allocated;



Suburban Renewal and Better Transport ‐ 17 per cent of all strategic indicators
related to this priority and 16 per cent of 2016‐17 Budget expenditure was allocated;
and



Economic Growth and Diversification ‐ 16 per cent of all strategic indicators related to
this priority and 11 per cent of 2016‐17 Budget expenditure was allocated.

Figure 2‐1

Categorisation of Territory entities’ strategic indicators

17%
36%

31%
16%

Source:

Health & Education

Economic Growth & Diversification

Enhancing Liveability & Social Inclusion

Suburban Renewal & Better Transport

ACT Audit Office

Application of the ACT Performance Model
2.37

The Guide to Performance Management Framework (2012) states that the ACT
Performance Model ‘applies to directorates and prescribed territory authorities’.
Accordingly under the performance model, a key role for directorates and prescribed
territory authorities is to ‘set strategic indicators to monitor agency progress towards the
Government’s vision for the Territory’.
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Desktop assessment of strategic indicators
2.38

Territory entities’ strategic indicators were assessed with reference to the seven ‘Strategic
indicators – Evaluation criteria’ in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework
(2012) (Appendix A). As discussed in paragraph 2.5 and 2.28, there is ambiguity in some of
the evaluation criteria and important material to which the evaluation criteria refers no
longer exists, in particular the Canberra Plan. Given this, a method was developed for
applying the evaluation criteria (refer to Appendix C).

2.39

Results of the desktop assessment, of the 157 strategic indicators for all of the 19 entities’
who have developed and report on these, are shown in Table 2‐6.

Key characteristics
2.40

It is considered that the key characteristic of a strategic indicator is that it is directly related
to the ACT Government’s strategic direction. This means, according to the guidance in the
‘Strategic indicators ‐ Evaluation Criteria (Appendix A) that the Representative criterion be
met (i.e. relates to broader government priorities articulated in ACT Government key
strategic documents).

2.41

Apart from needing to meet the Representative criterion, it is considered that three other
criteria in the ‘Strategic indicators ‐ Evaluation Criteria (Appendix A) are also key. These are:


Responsive (i.e. relates to the agency’s work and priorities)



Clarity (i.e. are understandable and easy to interpret);and



Quantifiable (i.e. measurable –quantitative and/or qualitative).

2.42

While the above evaluation criteria are considered necessary for a strategic indicator, all
the criteria provided for consideration in the ‘Strategic indicators ‐ Evaluation Criteria
(Appendix A) have been interpreted and then applied to generate Table 2‐6.

2.43

While not as important as the key criteria of Representative, Responsive, Clarity and
Quantifiable, the Comparable and Longer term focus considerations should also be met. It
is considered that Sustainability is not a criteria but has been assessed for completeness,
refer to Table 2‐4. Recommendations regarding the Sustainability criterion are not made.
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Representative
2.44

2.45

The Representative criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework
(2012) is defined as ‘Representative ‐ strategic indicators should relate to broader
government priorities articulated in the Canberra Plan’. The Representative criterion is the
most critical for a strategic indicator. As previously stated the Canberra Plan no longer exits,
therefore this criterion was interpreted as being an assessment of whether the indicator
relates to the current ACT Government priorities as expressed in:


the four priority themes and/or a key project‐based deliverable detailed in the Budget
in Brief section of the relevant Budget Statements (the themes are Health and
Education, Economic Growth and Diversification, Suburban Renewal and Transport
and Enhancing Liveability and Social Inclusion); or



one or more priorities in the 2016 Canberra: A statement of ambition document.

The results for this criterion are presented in Table 2‐6 and summarised in paragraph 2.100.
Examples are provided of each of the four Territory entities’ strategic indicators that did not
meet the Representative criterion; and also for the seven Territory entities that had
indicators that were assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion.

Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate
2.46

The Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate had seven (out of its
15) strategic indicators that were assessed as not meeting the Representative criterion.

2.47

An example of a strategic indicator that was not assessed as Representative is:
Ensure the community is aware of the delivery of government priorities, services and major
projects

2.48

This strategic indicator did not meet the Representative criterion because 'raising
awareness of the delivery of government priorities' was not a specific priority in the 2015‐16
or 2016‐17 Budget in Brief nor was it a priority in the Canberra: A statement of ambition
document.

2.49

The other six indicators that did not meet the Representative criterion were either one or a
number of indicators for measuring performance against the following strategic objectives:
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Maintaining the Right Workforce (i.e. Time to Hire days);



A more agile, responsive and innovative public service with increased capability to
deliver on government priorities (i.e. Separation rate; Workers compensation
claims …; New ways of delivering effective and efficient services …); and



Maintaining a Strong Balance Sheet (i.e. Standard & Poors credit rating; Net financial
liabilities to Gross State Product ratio).
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2.50

One indicator partially met the Representative criterion, as shown below:
Higher than National Average Participation in Sport and Physical recreation: by adults and
children [target range specified graphically]

2.51

This indicator was assessed as partially meeting the criterion because it implicitly linked to
Government priorities for ‘preventative health care’ in the Budget in Brief 2016‐17 and
‘healthy communities’ in the Budget in Brief 2015‐16. There is no mention of sports or
recreation in Canberra: A Statement of Ambition document. It is noted that this indicator
relates to the ACT Government’s Active 2020: A Strategic Plan for Sport and Active
Recreation in the ACT & Region 2011–2020.

2.52

Many of the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate strategic
indicators that do not or only partially meet the Representative criterion as defined in
paragraph 2.44 measure broad whole of government functions, such as the provision of
human resources. Whole of government functions may not be specifically included in
government priority documents because they relate to providing support to other
government entities rather than being key priorities in and of themselves; it is still important
and appropriate to measure performance against these activities.

2.53

The Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate provided the following
comments in relation to this criterion:
Outputs and indicators associated with functions such as public service capability, fiscal
management, property management and effective support services are essential to the public
sector having capabilities, services and information to assist the Government delivering on its
priorities.

Community Services Directorate
2.54

The Community Services Directorate had three (out of its 13) strategic indicators assessed
as not meeting the Representative criterion. For example:
Seniors’ Satisfaction with Canberra as an Aged–Friendly City [2016‐17 Target: 80%]

2.55

This strategic indicator did not meet the Representative criterion as the ACT Government
did not state that securing senior satisfaction was a priority in the 2015‐16 or 2016‐17
Budget in Brief or in Canberra: A statement of ambition.

2.56

The other two indicators that did not meet the Representative criterion relate to recidivism
of young people in custody or on community orders.

Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate
2.57

The Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate had six strategic
indicators out of ten that did not meet the Representative criterion. One example is:
Maintaining a 25 per cent reduction in drinking water per capita from 2004 average
consumption

ACT Government strategic and accountability indicators
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2.58

This strategic indicator did not meet the Representative criterion as there was no mention
of the ACT Government’s priority on drinking water consumption in the 2015‐16 or 2016‐17
Budget in Brief or in the Canberra: A statement of ambition document.

2.59

The other five indicators that did not meet the Representative criterion were either one or
a number of strategic indicators to measure the directorate’s performance against the
following strategic objectives:

2.60



Promoting sustainable, secure and equitable energy supply (i.e. Uptake of energy
efficiency scheme …);



Securing water supply and improving quality (i.e. Work with the community on
implementing the Murry Darling Basin Plan; Deliver on the ACT Basin Priority
project …);



Deliver Spatial Planning, Urban Design and Building Outcomes for the Territory that
contribute to a more Sustainable Canberra (i.e. Develop and implement city‐wide
urban land and transport policies …); and



Achieve and Maintain Effective Regulatory Systems (Continuous review of regulatory
policies …).

The Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate had one indicator
that partially met the Representative criterion as shown below. This indicator was assessed
as partially meeting the criterion because it implicitly linked to Government priorities for
‘suburban renewal and better environment’ in the Budget in Brief 2016‐17 and a ‘better
environment in Canberra’ in the Budget in Brief 2015‐16.
Develop and implement ACT wide sustainability policies including waste and biodiversity
conservation

Health Directorate
2.61

The Heath Directorate had 15 of its 22 strategic indicators assessed as partially meeting the
Representative criterion; one example is:
The proportion of women aged 50 to 69 years who had a breast screen in the 24 months prior
to each counting period [Target 2016‐17: 60%]

2.62

Indicators were assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion as the particular
health related areas were not explicitly mentioned in 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 Budget in Brief
or Canberra: A Statement of Ambition document, however are implicitly linked to
Government priority for Health and Education.

Justice and Community Safety Directorate
2.63

Four of the Justice and Community Safety Directorate’s 26 strategic indicators were
assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion; one example is:
Number of community members made aware of their rights in the area of responsibility for
victim support [target 900]
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2.64

This indicator was assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion, because the
indicator implicitly linked to the Government priority for social inclusion in the 2015‐16 and
2016‐17 Budget in Brief.

2.65

The other three indicators related to strategic indicators ‘Awareness and compliance with
human rights and interests’ (i.e. percentage of new government laws that are compatible
with human rights legislation …, number of community engagement activities undertaken
by Human Rights Commission …, and Public Advocate of the ACT …), these indicators are
also implicitly linked to the Government priority for social inclusion.

ACT Gambling and Racing Commission
2.66

The ACT Gambling and Racing Commission had three (of three) strategic indicators assessed
as partially meeting the Representative criterion. An example is:
Reconciled gambling taxation returns – variations [2016‐17 target: not specified]

2.67

There is no reference to this area of work as a Government priority in the ACT Government’s
2015‐16 and 2016‐17 Budget in Brief nor the Canberra: A Statement of Ambition document,
however it can be implicitly linked to the Government priorities for fiscal management and
economic growth and diversification.

2.68

The other two strategic indicators assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion
related to the strategic objectives of:


Increase Gambling Operators’ Compliance with Legislation (i.e. average number of
breaches detected per inspection), which can be implicitly linked to Government
priorities of being Confident and Business ready; and



Undertake Measures Designed to Reduce the Negative Impact of Gambling Harm (i.e.
develop and implement research based strategies to reduce the negative impacts of
gambling harm), which can be implicitly linked to the Government priority for health
and education.

Canberra Institute of Technology
2.69

The Canberra Institute of Technology had one strategic indicator for its strategic objective
of providing training that meets student’s needs. The strategic indicator is:
Student Outcomes Survey [2016‐17 target implied to be exceeding survey’s national
performance]

2.70

This indicator was assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion. While there
was no specific Government priority for the Canberra Institute of Technology’s Student
Outcomes Survey, there is an implicit link to the ACT Government’s ambition of ‘attract and
retain the talented people that can help to make our city great’ in the Canberra: A statement
of ambition. The ACT Government’s 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 Budget in Brief statements also
refer to investment for a Canberra Institute of Technology hub in Tuggeranong.
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Housing ACT
2.71

One of Housing ACT’s three strategic indicators was assessed as partially meeting the
Representative criterion. The indicator is:
Improving employment outcomes for homeless people to support them sustain their tenancy
in long term housing [2016‐17 target: 65%]

2.72

The 2016‐17 Budget in Brief did not specify employment outcomes of homeless people as
a Government priority, however improving housing was highlighted under the
Government’s Enhancing Liveability and Social Inclusion priority.

Territory Banking Account
2.73

The Territory Banking Account’s two strategic indicators partially meet the Representative
criterion because the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 Budget in Brief did not specify that ‘investment
returns’ and ‘access to debt funding’ were Government priorities, they are however
implicitly linked to Government priorities for fiscal management. An example of one of the
indicators is:
To achieve an annual investment return equal to or greater than the Bloomberg AusBond Bank
Bill Index [2016‐17 target: Bloomberg index]

Superannuation Provision Account
2.74

Similarly, the Superannuation Provision Account’s two strategic indicators were assessed as
partially meeting the Representative criterion because there was no specific mention of
Government priorities for ‘investment returns’ and ‘funding benefit superannuation
liabilities’ in the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 Budget in Brief or the Canberra: A Statement of
Ambition, the indicators are however implicitly linked to Government priorities for fiscal
management. An example is:
Percent of superannuation liabilities funded by financial investment assets [2016‐17 target:
Increasing, with 100% by 2030]

Responsive
2.75

2.76
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The Responsive criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012)
is defined as ‘Responsive – indicators should relate to agency work programs and identified
priorities’. This criterion was interpreted as being an assessment of whether the indicator
relates to:


strategic priorities as defined in the entity’s strategic plan (if publically available);



strategic objective; or



a legislative function.

The results for this criterion are presented in Table 2‐6 and summarised in paragraph 2.100.
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Strategic objectives without corresponding strategic indicators
2.77

The Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate was the only Territory
entity that had strategic objectives that did not have supporting strategic indicators. This
Directorate reported five strategic objectives that did not have a corresponding strategic
indicator, for example:
Strategic Objective 2
Government supported in the delivery of responses to urgent and complex emerging priorities
The Directorate is flexible and agile in responding to urgent and emerging government
priorities, through consultation with other agencies, leadership of cross agency and joint
community taskforces and active participation in taskforces and committees led by other
directorates.27

2.78

As discussed at paragraph 2.89, strategic objectives without a target make it difficult for the
entity and community to monitor the entities’ progress towards achieving its objectives.

Clarity
2.79

The Clarity criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) is
‘Clarity – indicators should be clear, understandable and easy to interpret, and be
accompanied by explanatory information to provide context for viewers of the information’.
This criterion was interpreted as being an assessment of whether the meaning of the
indicator was readily apparent from the description of the indicator. If the meaning of the
indicator was assessed as unclear, it was because the meaning of the indicator was assessed
as being ambiguous, i.e. there may be two or more possible interpretations of the indicator.

2.80

The results for this criterion are presented in Table 2‐6 and summarised in paragraph 2.100.

2.81

The meaning of most entities’ strategic indicators was clear, based on a review of the
description of the indicator and any accompanying notes in budget papers. Generally,
entities’ strategic indicators were clear and the majority had helpful explanatory notes in
instances where the reader may need more assistance to understand the indicator and why
it was important.

Quantifiable
2.82

The Quantifiable criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012)
is defined as ‘Quantifiable – indicators should be measurable rather than simply descriptive
statements. This allows for both quantitative and qualitative assessments of performance’.

2.83

This criterion can be readily assessed when an indicator is expressed numerically. However,
it was also assessed through considering information presented in sufficient detail that
would allow a non‐numeric analysis. For example, the use of graphs to visually show a
desired trend. The Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate’s

27

Budget Statements B, 2016‐17, page 5
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strategic indicator Growth in the value of tourism (see Figure 2‐2), presents the projected
target on a graph. This is a good example of how clear labelling of the axis and additional
information in notes and the data source provide useful contextual information.
2.84

The results for this criterion are presented in Table 2‐6 and summarised in paragraph 2.100.

2.85

Indicators without a numerical target but with enough detail to quantify the results were
also assessed as meeting this criterion.

Figure 2‐2

Example of a visually presented strategic indicator target

Source:

Budget Statements B, 2016‐17, Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate, Strategic Indicator 4a:
Growth in the value of tourism, page 7

2.86

When using a visual approach such as the one in Figure 2‐2, care should be taken to provide
enough detail to avoid the strategic indicator and target appearing unclear; where needed
supplementary notes should be used to provide additional detail as per the example above.

Table 2‐6
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2.87

The strategic indicators that did not meet this criterion did not have a numerical target or
present enough information to assess how the results would be quantified. For example a
Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate strategic indicator was articulated as
follows:
Strategic objective: Drive innovation and a sense of excitement about public transport
Strategic indicator: Provide high quality services to meet social needs
Indicator description: To meet the needs of disadvantaged members of our community, the
Directorate provides transport services such as Special Needs Transport and the Flexibus
initiative. The Directorate also continues to update its bus fleet to provide access to disabled
passengers.
A further area of performance includes:
• customer satisfaction with the services; and
• the access to mobility services.
The Directorate is collaborating with the community sector to develop a basis for measuring
performance for community services from 2017‐18 and to articulate longer term goals.28

2.88

Strategic indicators measure an entity’s achievement in meeting a strategic objective, and
without them, there is a risk that an entity’s performance will not be tracked. The Guide to
Performance Management Framework (2012) does not suggest that it is optional to set
strategic indicators without a supporting target or benchmark.29

2.89

Strategic indicators without a numerical target are difficult to compare year to year. It is
also more likely that a strategic indicator without a numerical target will not meet the
evaluation criteria of Quantifiable, Comparable, Sustainable or Clarity.

Comparable
2.90

The Comparable criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012)
is defined as ‘Comparable – indicators should be comparable with a baseline standard to
allow for progress to be tracked between years’. This criterion was interpreted as being an
assessment of whether the 2016‐17 indicator could be compared with the 2015‐16
indicator.

2.91

The results for this criterion are presented in Table 2‐6 and summarised in paragraph 2.100.
Analysis of the strategic indicators that did not meet this criterion showed that for almost
all (17 of the 22) indicators that were not comparable, it was due to the introduction or
deletion of indicators between financial years.

2.92

There are occasions when it is necessary that an entity changes the way it measures a
performance indicator, an example of which is shown in Table 2‐7. On such occasions,
supporting notes are needed to provide the user with an explanation on why the change

28

Budget Statements H, 2016‐17, Strategic objective 3, Strategic indicator 3.3, pages 9‐10

29

Guide to the Performance Management Framework, page 35
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occurred. The indicator shown in Table 2‐7 did not provide a note or additional information
on the reason for the change in target between years.
2.93

The same principle applies when it is necessary to introduce different performance
indicators for reasons such as having access to improved data measurement methods or a
more informative performance indicator is developed. In such instances, it may be
reasonable that the entity gives information on the new and the former indicators’
performance so that user can compare performance against the old indicator until such
time that there is comparable data on the new performance indicator.

Table 2‐7
Entity

Example of a strategic indicators that did not meet the evaluation criterion
for comparable
Strategic Objective

Strategic
Indicator

Target

2015‐16 target: 18.4%

Health

Lower Prevalence
of Circulatory
Disease than the
National Average

The Proportion
of the ACT
Population with
Some Form of
Cardiovascular
Disease

2015‐16 national rate:16.9%

2016‐17 target: 3.7%
2016‐17 national rate:5.2%

Audit Office
Comments
The targets
between financial
years are
significantly
different, this may
be due to a change
in the counting
methodology,
however this is not
clear.

Source: Budget Statements, 2015‐16, page 6 and Budget Statements C, 2016‐17, page 6

Longer term focus
2.94

The Longer term focus criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework
(2012) is defined as ‘Longer term focus – indicators should have a medium to long term focus
rather than reporting on immediate results’. This criterion was interpreted as being an
assessment of whether the indicator has a focus of greater than 12 months.

2.95

The results for this criterion are presented in Table 2‐6 and summarised in paragraph 2.100.
The reasons why this criterion was not met included:


an entity being in existence for a short period of time before responsibilities were
transferred to another entity; and



the strategic indicator was a component of an initiative being completed in one
financial year.

Sustainability
2.96
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The Sustainability criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework
(2012) is defined as ‘Sustainable – the proposed indicators should involve minimal resources
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and where possible seek to capitalise on existing reporting arrangements and data sets’.
This criterion was interpreted in as being an assessment of whether:


the indicator fulfils a national or legal requirement to collect the data; or



a review of the indicator description indicates that data collection can be assumed to
be reasonably economic.

2.97

The results for this criterion are presented in Table 2‐6 and summarised in paragraph 2.100.

2.98

The Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate, had nine strategic
indicators that were assessed as not meeting the Sustainability criterion. This is because the
directorate’s strategic indicators did not have targets (qualitative or quantitative) in either
2015‐16 or 2016‐17.

2.99

It was difficult to assess whether an indicator was sustainable if it did not have a quantitative
or qualitative target, or an alternative assessment method that was explained. Entities are
required to report progress against strategic objectives and indicators in their annual
reports, at which point they may provide an explanation retrospectively. For example, in
Table 2‐88 it is unclear what ‘work with the community’ means and how progress against
this could be measured and reported in a consistent manner.

Table 2‐8

Environment Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate indicator

Strategic objective

Indicator

Strategic Objective 2:

Strategic Indicator 2.1: Work with the community
on implementing the Murray Darling Basin Plan.

Protect and enhance our natural environment,
water resources and heritage values
The Government will continue to explore and
support cost effective ways to encourage
sustainable water use through demand
management and water sensitive urban design and
ensure land and water management and
construction management are undertaken in such
a way as to protect receiving waters ‐ water
courses, lakes and the downstream river systems ‐
from pollutants.
The Directorate will continue to promote
knowledge sharing and implementation of
contemporary, best practice environmental
standards.
Source:

ACT Budget Statements, Budget Statement E, 2016‐17, Environment and Planning Directorate, page 5 & 6

Overall assessment of strategic indicators
2.100 Nineteen Territory entities have strategic indicators which support their strategic
objectives. The results of an assessment of their 157 strategic indicators’ alignment with the
seven ‘Strategic indicators – Evaluation criteria’ in the Guide to the Performance
Management Framework (2012) follows relative to each criterion.
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Representative (relate to broader government priorities articulated in ACT Government
documents).
All the strategic indicators of eight entities (42 per cent) meet this criterion. These
entities are the ACT Local Hospital Network, ACTION, Capital Metro Agency (former
entity), Education Directorate, ACT Legal Aid Commission, Territory and Municipal
Services (former Directorate), Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate, and
Cultural Facilities Corporation who fully meet this criterion.
The majority of the strategic indicators of three entities (16 per cent) meet this
criterion. Housing ACT have one indicator that partially meets this criterion. The Justice
and Community Safety Directorate has four that partially meet the criterion and the
Health Directorate has fifteen indicators that partially meet this criterion.
Four entities (21 per cent) have strategic indicators that all partially meet this criterion;
the Territory Banking Account, Superannuation Provision Account, Canberra Institute
of Technology and the ACT Gambling and Racing Commission.
Some of the strategic indicators of three entities (16 per cent) meet this criterion. These
entities are the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate,
Community Services Directorate, and the Environment, Planning and Sustainable
Development Directorate.
The activities of entities that provide whole of government functions, such as the Chief
Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate and the Justice and
Community Safety Directorate are not specifically included in government priority
documents. These however may underpin the achievement of government priorities
and are important and appropriate to measure.



Responsive (relate to entity work programs and identified priorities)
All the strategic indicators of all territory entities meet this criterion.



Clarity (clear, understandable and easy to interpret).
All the strategic indicators of fourteen entities (74 per cent) meet this criterion. These
entities are the Territory Banking Account, ACT Local Hospital Network, ACTION, Capital
Metro Agency (former entity), Community Services Directorate, Education Directorate,
Health Directorate, Justice and Community Safety Directorate, ACT Legal Aid
Commission, Lifetime Care and Support, Superannuation Provision Account, ACT
Gambling and Racing Commission, Canberra Institute of Technology and Cultural
Facilities Corporation.
The majority of the strategic indicators of four entities (21 per cent) meet this criterion.
These entities are the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate,
Housing ACT, Territory and Municipal Services (former Directorate) and Transport
Canberra and City Services.
The Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate has a limited
number of its strategic indicators that meet this criterion.
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Quantifiable (measurable rather than simply descriptive statements, allowing for both
quantitative and qualitative assessments of performance).
All the strategic indicators of twelve entities (63 per cent) meet this criterion. These
entities are the ACT Local Hospital Network, ACTION, Capital Metro Agency (former
entity), Community Services Directorate, Education Directorate, Health Directorate,
Housing ACT, Justice and Community Safety Directorate, Lifetime Care and Support
Fund, Superannuation Provision Account, Territory and Municipal Services (former
Directorate) and Canberra Institute of Technology.
The majority of the strategic indicators of three entities (16 per cent) meet this
criterion. These entities are the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate, Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate and the ACT Gambling
and Racing Commission.
Four entities (21 per cent) have one or no strategic indicators that meet this criterion.
These entities are the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development
Directorate, Territory Banking Account, ACT Legal Aid Commission and Cultural
Facilities Corporation.



Comparable (comparable with a baseline standard to allow for progress to be tracked
between years).
All the strategic indicators of ten entities (53 per cent) meet this criterion or it is not
applicable to them. The entities who meet this criterion are the Territory Banking
Account, ACT Local Hospital Network, ACTION, Community Services Directorate,
Housing ACT, Justice and Community Safety Directorate, Lifetime Care and Support
Fund, Superannuation Provision Account, Canberra Institute of Technology and Cultural
Facilities Corporation.
The majority of the strategic indicators of four entities (21 per cent) meet this criterion.
These entities are the Health Directorate, Education Directorate, the ACT Gambling and
Racing Commission and the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development
Directorate. A few of the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate and none of the ACT Legal Aid Commission meet this criterion.
The strategic indicators for three entities Capital Metro Agency, Territory and Municipal
Services Directorate, Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate were not
assessed as the entities were not operating in both the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 financial
years.



Longer term (a medium to long term focus rather than reporting on immediate results).
All the strategic indicators of all territory entities meet this criterion except for the Chief
Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate (the one indicator was not
carried forward from 2015‐16 to 2016‐17) and the Capital Metro Agency (former
entity).
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Sustainable (i.e. minimal resources to capture data)
All the strategic indicators of fourteen entities (74 per cent) meet this criterion. The
Territory Banking Account, ACT Local Hospital Network, ACTION, Capital Metro Agency
(former entity), Community Services Directorate, Health Directorate, Justice and
Community Safety Directorate, Transport Canberra and City Services, ACT Legal Aid
Commission, Lifetime Care and Support, Superannuation Provision Account, ACT
Gambling and Racing Commission, Canberra Institute of Technology and Cultural
Facilities Corporation.
The majority of the strategic indicators of the other entities, except for the
Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate meet this criterion.
However, it is questionable that this is an evaluation criterion.

RECOMMENDATION 2

IMPROVE STRATEGIC INDICATORS

Strategic indicators should be improved by:
a)

the Territory Banking Account, Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate, Community Services Directorate, Environment, Planning and Sustainable
Development Directorate, Health Directorate, Housing ACT, Justice and Community
Safety Directorate, Lifetime Care and Support, Superannuation Provision Account, ACT
Gambling and Racing Commission and Canberra Institute of Technology removing or
amending strategic indicators so they fully meet the criterion of Representative.
Territory entities whose strategic indicators cannot meet the strategic criterion of
Representative because they relate to whole of government functions should explain
how indicators support achievement of Government priorities through commentary;

b) the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate, Housing ACT,
Transport Canberra and City Services and the Environment, Planning and Sustainable
Development Directorate amending strategic indicators so they meet the Clarity
criterion;
c)

the Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate, Cultural Facilities
Corporation, Territory Banking Account, Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic
Development Directorate, Transport Canberra and City Services, ACT Gambling and
Racing Commission and ACT Legal Aid Commission amending strategic indicators so
they meet the Quantifiable criterion. Territory entities whose strategic indicators
cannot meet the strategic criterion of Quantifiable through supporting quantitative
data should use qualitative data that can be assessed and is explained through
commentary; and

d) the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate developing
strategic indicators for all of its strategic objectives to meet the criteria of
Representative, Responsive, Quantifiable, Clarity and Comparable.
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Assessment of accountability indicators
2.101 As described in 1.47, each of the 603 unique accountability indicators reported by
27 Territory entities in the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 financial years were assessed against the
evaluation criteria in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012).
2.102 The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) describes accountability
indicators as:
Accountability indicators measure the agency’s effectiveness and efficiency in delivering its
outputs and may be measures of outcomes, outputs or inputs. Where appropriate, they may
also include input measures that report on the quantum and/or costs of individual services.
As part of the Budget process each year, when agencies prepare their statement that sets out
the classes of outputs and the outputs and that the agency proposes to provide during the
year, agencies are also required to provide the accountability indicators to be met by the
agency in providing the outputs.30

2.103 Figure 2‐3 shows a breakdown of the Territory entities’ accountability indicators against the
four 2016‐17 Budget in Brief ACT Government priorities:

30



Health and Education – 14 percent of all accountability indicators related to this
priority and 53 percent of 2016‐17 Budget expenditure was allocated;



Enhancing Liveability and Social Inclusion ‐ 23 per cent of all accountability indicators
related to this priority and 20 per cent of 2016‐17 Budget expenditure was allocated;



Suburban Renewal and Better Transport ‐ 23 per cent of all accountability indicators
related to this priority and 16 per cent of 2016‐17 Budget expenditure was allocated;
and



Economic Growth and Diversification ‐ 40 per cent of all accountability indicators
related to this priority and 11 per cent of 2016‐17 Budget expenditure was allocated.

Guide to the Performance Management Framework, page 20, 8.1
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Figure 2‐3

Categorisation of Territory entities’ accountability indicators

14%

23%

23%

Source:

40%

Health & Education

Economic Growth & Diversification

Enhancing Liveability & Social Inclusion

Suburban Renewal & Better Transport

ACT Audit Office

Desktop assessment of accountability indicators
2.104 Territory entities’ accountability indicators were assessed with reference to the eleven
evaluation criteria for accountability indicators articulated in the Guide to the Performance
Management Framework (2012) (refer to Appendix A). As discussed in paragraph 2.5 and
2.28, there is ambiguity in some of the evaluation criteria and important material to which
the evaluation criteria refers no longer exists, in particular the Canberra Plan. Given this, a
method was developed for applying the accountability evaluation criteria (refer to Appendix
C).
2.105 Results of the desktop review of the 603 accountability indicators for the 27 territory
entities who have developed and report on these, are shown in Table 2‐9.
2.106 It is considered that the key characteristic of an accountability indicator is that it should
assist in demonstrating the entity’s performance against its strategic objectives. This means
according to the guidance in the ‘Accountability indicators – Evaluation Criteria’ (Appendix
A) the Representative evaluation criterion must be met (i.e. measures should assist in
achieving the broader government priorities articulated in ACT Government key strategic
documents).
2.107 Apart from needing to meet the Representative evaluation criterion, it is also considered
that five other criteria in the ‘Accountability indicators – Evaluation Criteria’ (Appendix A)
are also key. These are:
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Quantifiable (i.e. measurable – quantitative and/or qualitative);



Verifiable (i.e. independently verifiable by supporting evidence);



Clarity (i.e. are understandable and easy to interpret); and



External Focus (i.e. have an external focus rather than focusing on internal or
technical processes).

2.108 While the above evaluation criteria are considered necessary for an accountability indicator,
all the criteria provided for consideration in the ‘Accountability indicators ‐ Evaluation
Criteria’ (Appendix A) have been interpreted and then applied to generate Table 2‐9.
2.109 While not as important as the key criteria, the Comparable, Timeliness and Focus criteria
should also be met. It is considered that Sustainability and Impartiality are not criteria,
rather they are characteristics to be considered when developing accountability indicators
(refer to Table 2‐5). Sustainability and Impartiality have been assessed for completeness,
but recommendations regarding them as criteria are not made.
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Representative
2.110 The Representative criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework
(2012) is defined as ‘Representative – measures should assist in achieving the broader
government priorities articulated in the Canberra Plan’. The Representative criterion is the
most critical for an accountability indicator. As previously stated the Canberra Plan is no
longer current, and this criterion was therefore interpreted as being an assessment of
whether the indicator relates to:


strategic priorities as defined in the Territory entity’s strategic plan, if publically
available;



a legislative function;



the four priority themes and/or a key project based deliverable detailed in the
‘Budget in Brief’ section of the relevant Budget Statements (the themes are Health
and Education, Economic Growth and Diversification, Suburban Renewal and
Transport and Enhancing Liveability and Social Inclusion); or



one or more priorities in the 2016 Canberra: A statement of ambition document.

2.111 The results for this criterion are presented in Table 2‐9 and summarised in paragraph 2.169.
Examples are provided for each of the three Territory entities’ accountability indicators that
did not meet the Representative criterion; and also for the nine Territory entities that had
indicators that were assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion.
Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate
2.112 Twenty three of the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate’s 121
accountability indicators were assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion;
one example is:
Regulatory reform in relation to financial processes [2016‐17 target: 1]

2.113 This indicator was assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion because there
was not a direct, but an implicit, link between the directorate’s Financial Management
output and associated accountability indicators and the Government’s fiscal management
priorities in the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 Budget in Brief. Another nine of the accountability
indicators were assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion as they also
implicitly linked to fiscal management priorities. The indicators related to:
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Output 2.2: Financial Management (i.e. policy/service reviews commenced;
policy/services reviews completed);



Output 5.1 (Output 8.1 in 2016‐17) Procurement and Capital Works (i.e. proportion of
Government funded annual Capital Works …; Proportion of tenders available to
potential tenders …; Proportion of relevant projects supported by Procurement and
Capital Works that have had WHS audits …; Capital Works Projects …;); and
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Output 8.7: Property Services (i.e. Average square metres of office accommodation
per employee).

2.114 The remaining thirteen (of 23) accountability indicators assessed as partially meeting the
Representative criterion related to the directorate’s Shared Services ICT, Human Services
and Finance outputs. These indicators were assessed as partially meeting the
Representative criterion because while there was not an explicit Government priority for
Shared Services in the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 Budget in Brief, there was an implicit link that
in order for the ACT Government to deliver its priorities it requires efficient and effective
Shared Services.
2.115 Whole of government functions, such as those provided by the Chief Minister, Treasury and
Economic Development Directorate, may not be specifically included in government priority
documents as they relate to providing support to other government entities to assist them
in delivering Government priorities.
Justice and Community Safety Directorate
2.116 Four of the Justice and Community Safety Directorate’s 58 accountability indicators were
assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion; one example is:
Timely legal services provided by the ACT Government Solicitor: percentage of advices
completed within 28 days [2016‐17 target: 85%]

2.117 This indicator was assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion because there
was not a direct, but an implicit, link from the directorate’s 2012‐17 Strategic Plan
statement ‘We contribute to the Government’s priorities through our strategic objectives:
Promote and protect rights and interests’ to this indicator. The other three accountability
indicators (the three remaining indicators for 2016‐17 output ‘1.2: Legal Services to
Government’) were assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion for the same
reason; they relate to 2016‐17 Output 1.2: Legal Services.
2.118 Justice and Community Safety Directorate provided the response below in relation to the
assessment of the four indicators relating to Output 1.2: Legal Services:
The ACT Government Solicitor (ACTGS) provides legal services across the ACT Government in
relation to a range of government priorities and activities and key budget initiatives /
projects …In doing so, the ACTGS supports other agencies, for example Health, Education, and
others, deliver key Government priorities and projects.

2.119 While the four indicators were assessed as not fully meeting the Representative criterion as
defined in paragraph 2.110, it is appropriate that there are indicators in place to measure
services delivered across government such as those provided by the ACT Government
Solicitor.
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Territory and Municipal Services Directorate
2.120 One of the former Territory and Municipal Services Directorate’s 43 accountability
indicators (for 2015‐16) was assessed as not meeting the Representative criterion. This
accountability indicator related to Output 1.6 Capital Linen Service. The indicator was:
Retain certification of Quality Management System Standard AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008 [2016‐17
target 100%]

2.121 The Territory and Municipal Services Directorate’s 2015‐16 Corporate Plan mentions the
Capital Linen Service as an area of work rather than a strategic priority. This indicator was
assessed as not meeting the Representative criterion because it does not assist in achieving
broader Government priorities articulated in the 2015‐16 Budget in Brief.
2.122 Another seven of the Territory and Municipal Services Directorate’s accountability
indicators were assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion. For these seven
indicators, there was an implicit link to the ACT Government’s priorities for ‘suburban
renewal’ in the 2015‐16 Budget in Brief. The accountability indicators related to:


Output 1.3. Waste and Recycling (i.e. Cost of landfill …; Annual cost of domestic
kerbside waste collection… Annual cost of domestic kerbside recycling collection …);



Output 1.4 Land Management (i.e. Plant spoilage …);



Output 1.5 Regulatory Services (i.e. Responses on development applications …;
Respond to developers submissions …); and



Output 1.6 Capital Linen Services (i.e. Tonnes of laundry delivered).

Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate
2.123 Thirty‐six of the Territory and Municipal Services Directorate’s 43 accountability indicators
were assumed by the Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate’s as its
accountability indicators in 2016‐17.
2.124 In 2016‐17 the Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate had 39 accountability
indicators. One of these 39 indicators was assessed as not meeting the Representative
criterion. This indicator is the same indicator as discussed in paragraph 2.120 and 2.121
2.125 The same seven accountability indicators discussed at paragraph 2.122 were assessed as
partially meeting the Representative criterion.
Land Development Agency
2.126 Six of the Land Development Agency’s 27 accountability indicators were assessed as
partially meeting the Representative criterion; one example is:
Percentage of LDA estates with specific Water Sensitive Urban Design Strategies, ensuring the
strategies are appropriate to the size and location of the project. [2016‐17 target: 100%]
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2.127 This indicator was assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion because it did
not directly, but implicitly, linked to the Government’s suburban renewal priorities in the
2015‐16 and 2016‐17 Budget in Brief. The other five accountability indicators were also
assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion as they implicitly linked to
suburban renewal priorities, the other accountability indicators relate to:


Housing Affordability;



Biodiversity and Landscape;



Design Excellence; and



Work Health and Safety.

Public Trustee and Guardian
2.128 The Public Trustee and Guardian had one (out of its 23) accountability indicators assessed
as not meeting the Representative criterion and another eight indicators assessed as
partially meeting the criterion.
2.129 The accountability indicator assessed as not meeting the Representative criterion is no
longer an accountability indicator from 2016‐17. The indicator was:
Unqualified audits [2015‐16 target: unqualified]

2.130 This indicator related to one of the Public Trustee and Guardian’s 2015‐16 measures of
success for ‘high level of compliance’. This accountability indicator did not meet the
Representative criterion because while it may inform the community that the Public Trustee
and Guardian is carrying out its work in a compliant way, it did not relate to assisting in
achieving a broader Government priority in the 2015‐16 Budget in Brief.
2.131 Eight of the Public Trustee and Guardian’s 23 indicators were assessed as partially meeting
the Representative criterion. This is because the indicators implicitly linked to the ACT
Government’s priority in the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 Budget in Brief that territory entities
should manage budgets according to the ACT Government’s fiscal strategies, and
accordingly should monitor expenditure and income; one example is
Percentage of expenditure over total income [2016‐17 target: 88%]

2.132 The other seven indicators that were assessed as partial did not continue to be
accountability indicators in the 2016‐17 financial year. The seven indicators related to the
Public Trustee and Guardian ‘Measure of Success’ for ‘Revenue covers cost’, ‘Reasonable
cost efficiency’, ‘Reasonable revenue efficiency’ and ‘Dividend provided to Territory’.
Superannuation Provision Account
2.133 All nine of the Superannuation Provision Account’s accountability indicators were assessed
as partially meeting the Representative criterion; one example is:
The exercising of ownership voting rights for directly‐owned shares [2016‐17 target: >95%]
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2.134 All nine indicators were assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion because
there was not a direct, but implicit, link to a broader government priority of fiscal
management in the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 Budget in Brief.
ACT Building and Construction Industry Training Fund Authority (BCITFA)
2.135 One of the ACT Building and Construction Industry Training Fund Authority’s seven
accountability indicators was assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion; the
indicator is:
Maintain a healthy current ratio over the budget and forward years [2016‐17 target: A current
ratio of greater than 44.8:1].

2.136 This indicator was assessed as partially meeting the Representative criterion because it is
considered there was not a direct, but implicit, link between ACT the Building and
Construction Industry Training Fund Authority maintaining a sound financial position and
links to the Government’s fiscal management priorities in the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 Budget
in Brief (that apply to all Territory entities).
2.137 In response to this assessment, the ACT the Building and Construction Industry Training
Fund Authority advised that:
The Authority is off ACT government budget and the current ratio is an important indicator of
the Authority financial ability to pay any outstanding payments not settled prior to the end of
the financial year. The governing board encourages and relies on industry stakeholders to
guide the funding direction and needs for training delivered by Nationally registered training
organisations. It undertakes this ensuring provision of funds to employers and employees in
the industry in accordance with the training plan, whilst maintaining a strong liquidity position
into the future. The Authority is a cash in and cash out entity with small reserves maintained in
order to meet the demands for training as determined by industry.

Relevant
2.138 The Relevant criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) is
‘Relevant – measures should be relevant and fit for the intended purpose, for the information
of Ministers, the Assembly and the community’. This criterion was interpreted as being an
assessment of the relevance of an indicator compared to the output. An indicator was
assessed as relevant if it is clear that the indicator is connected or partially connected to the
output and an indicator was assessed as not relevant, if it was not related to the output.
2.139 The results for this criterion in Table 2‐9 shows that all Territory entities’ indicators were
assessed as being relevant.

Quantifiable
2.140 The Quantifiable criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012)
is ‘Quantifiable – measure should be quantifiable and measurable to a reasonable degree
of accuracy (particularly for auditable measures)’. This criterion was interpreted as being an
assessment of whether the indicator had been reviewed by ACT Audit Office Financial Audit
and the ACT Auditor‐General’s Report on Factual Findings had reported that there are no
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matters to show that all accountability indicators’ results have not been fairly presented in
the Statement of Performance.
2.141 The results for this criterion are presented in Table 2‐9. This result is expected as
accountability indicators are annually reported in entities’ Statements of Performance and
are subject to ACT Audit Office review.

Verifiable
2.142 The Verifiable criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) is
‘Verifiable – measures should be independently verifiable (evidence will be required)’. This
criterion was interpreted as being an assessment of whether the indicator has been
reviewed by ACT Audit Office Financial Audit and the ACT Auditor‐General’s Report on
Factual Findings has reported that there are no matters to show that all accountability
indicators’ results have not been fairly presented in the Statement of Performance.
2.143 The results for this criterion in Table 2‐9 shows that all Territory entities’ indicators were
assessed as being verifiable. This result is expected as accountability indicators are annually
reported in entities’ Statements of Performance and are subject to ACT Audit Office review.

Clarity
2.144 The Clarity criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) is
‘Clarity – measures should be clearly defined and easy to understand and interpret, and
accompanied by explanatory information to provide context’. This criterion was interpreted
as being an assessment of whether the meaning of the indicator was readily apparent from
the description of the indicator. If the meaning of the indicator was assessed as unclear, it
was because the meaning of the indicator was assessed as being ambiguous, i.e. there may
be two or more possible interpretations of the indicator.
2.145 The results for this criterion are presented in Table 2‐9. The indicators that were assessed
as being unclear used ambiguous language or described complex concepts or used technical
terms that may be difficult for a an uninformed reader to understand without sufficient
explanatory notes; see Table 2‐10 for examples.
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Table 2‐10 Characteristics of accountability indicators that were assessed as being
unclear
Characteristic

Indicator

Comments

Ambiguous
language

Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic
Development Directorate – 2016‐17

These indicator are ambiguous
as they relate to activities that
have not yet been defined.

Output 1.1: Government Policy and Reform

The notes provide some further
information on the topics the
initiatives relate to; however the
caveat on the scope, delivery
and timing of initiatives counter
this.

Indicator: Regulatory and process reform initiatives
Target: 3
Note: This accountability indicator covers policy
and project initiatives targeted at improving the
effectiveness and efficiency of regulation and
processes to strengthen the delivery of
Government priorities. Scope, delivery and timing
of initiatives may vary depending on emerging
priorities that impact on resource availability.
Output 9.1: Economic Development Strategy and
Program Design
Indicator: Economic Development Policy and
Project Initiatives
Target: 6
Indicator: Gaming and Racing Policy
Target: 2
Indicator: Regulatory and Process Reform
Initiatives
Target: 2
Each of the above indicators have the same note as
shown below.
Note: These measures incorporate key Government
policy initiatives to be delivered by the Economic
Development Policy, Projects and Legislation
Branch during the year. Scope, delivery and timing
of initiatives may vary depending on emerging
priorities that impact on resource availability.
Output 2.1: Loose fill asbestos eradication scheme
Indicator:
Buy‐Back and Demolition Program: Continue to
facilitate settlement of the surrender of properties
under the Buyback program.
Target: 1
Note: The Taskforce has commenced acquisition of
properties through the Buyback Program. This
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makes it unclear what the
measure of success will be for
this indicator, this is made more
unclear by the target of ‘1’.
The note for this indicators does
not provide further clarity.
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Characteristic

Indicator

Comments

measure recognises the agreed delay between
exchange on the deed of surrender for an affected
property, and settlement of the surrender (at which
point funds are released).
Describe
complex
concepts or
use technical
terms

ACT Local Hospital Network:
Indicator: Non‐admitted Services – National
Weighted Activity Units
Note: National Weighted Activity Unit (NWAU) is
the ‘currency’ that is used to express the price
weights for all services that are funded on an
activity basis. NWAU {14} is the currency as defined
by the Independent Hospital Pricing Authority in
the National Price Determination 2014‐15, while
NWAU {15} is the currency for 2015‐16. These
measures combine the results for Canberra
Hospital and Calvary Public Hospital in‐scope
activity.
The estimated outcome is due to the capacity to
capture additional non‐admitted patient activity
that will be accepted by the National Health
Funding Body for activity‐based funding purposes.
Insurance Authority
Objective: Satisfy or settle claims in relation to
Territory risks

These indicators are describing
complex concepts and use
technical terms that may not be
easily understood by an
uninformed reader. The notes
provide additional explanatory
information, but may still not be
clear to some readers.

Indicator: Insurance claims data: Property & Motor
Discounted Mean Term (for Outstanding Claims)
Note: Insurance claims data is provided by the
Authority’s actuary, PricewaterhouseCoopers
Actuarial Pty Ltd, at the end of each financial year.
The data displays an actuarial assessment of the
discounted mean term to finalise claims, ultimate
claims numbers, and the average cost of large and
small claims. The forward estimates include general
actuarial assumptions of growth, for example,
population and price indexation.
Target: 1.01 years
Source:

Budget Papers, Chief Minister and Treasury Economic Development Directorate, Health ACT and Insurance Authority

External Focus
2.146 The External Focus criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework
(2012) is ‘External focus – measures should have an external focus, rather than focussing on
internal or technical processes’. This criterion was interpreted as being an assessment of
whether the indicator refers to the impact or effect on an external party. An external party
means the community or another part of Government.
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2.147 Some indicators were assessed as having an external focus but were technical in nature, for
example:
 Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate: ‘Submission to
Commonwealth Grant Commission Annual Update –target June 2017.’
2.148 For the purposes of the desktop assessment, the indicators that are technical in nature but
that have an external focus were assessed as meeting the external focus criterion.
2.149 The results for this criterion are in Table 2‐9. The indicators that were assessed as not
meeting this criterion generally related to the delivery or management of services or reports
that were for the use of the particular Territory entity responsible for the indicator rather
than an external party. For example:


ACTION indicator: ‘Deliver an updated fleet strategy – target 1;’ and



Capital Metro Agency indicator: ‘Number of proposals received from shortlisted
bidders in respect of the ‘Russell extension option – target 2’.

2.150 The ACT Gambling and Racing Commission provided the response below in relation to the
results for the assessment of their accountability indicators against the external focus
criterion:
[the] Indicators identified … have been removed during the 2016‐17 Budget process as more
appropriate indicators were developed.

Comparable
2.151 The Comparable criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012)
is ‘Comparable – measures should, as far as possible, maintain continuity and comparability
of reported results across the years’. This criterion was interpreted as being an assessment
of whether the 2016‐17 measure can be compared with 2015‐16 measure.
2.152 The results for this criterion in Table 2‐9 show that 15 entities had indicators that were not
comparable between the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 financial years. However, for all of the
indicators that were not comparable it was due to the introduction or deletion of indicators
between financial years.31 This is reasonable when more appropriate indicators have been
developed.
2.153 The ACT Legal Aid Authority provided the response below in relation to the results for the
assessment of their accountability indicators against the comparable criterion:
Legal Aid ACT amended the accountability indicators in the 2017‐18 Budget Statements to
rationalise them in line with the ACT Government endorsed National Partnership Agreement
(NPA) reporting requirements with the Commonwealth. The particular NPA reporting
requirements changed and so we amended our accountability indicators to reflect this change.
The changes were accepted by the ACT Government.

31

Accountability indicators reported by Territory and Municipal Services and Transport Canberra and City
Services Directorates were not assessed for this criterion as neither Directorate was in place in both the
2015‐16 and 2016‐17 financial years.
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Footnotes were included in the 2015‐16 Budget Statements and the 2017‐18 Budget
Statements, to indicate the changes to the accountability indicators.
The accountability indicators in the 2017‐18 Budget Statements will be replicated in future
years, giving 100% comparable data.

Timeliness
2.154 The Timeliness criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) is
‘Timeliness – measure should be reported in a timely manner and with reasonable
frequency, ensuring information is not out of date’. This criterion was interpreted as being
an assessment of whether the indicator is measured and reported on at least annually and
is not based on lagged data.
2.155 The results for this criterion in Table 2‐9 shows that for all but one Territory entity (the ACT
Gambling and Racing Authority) accountability indicators were assessed as being based on
data or information that is measured and reported on annually.
2.156 The two accountability indicators reported by the ACT Gambling and Racing Authority that
were assessed as not being timely are shown in Table 2‐11.

Table 2‐11 ACT Gambling and Racing Authority accountability indicators not meeting
timeliness criterion
Output 1.1

Indicator

Gambling Regulation and
Harm Minimisation

Initiate or complete research projects; analyse
significant research projects conducted elsewhere

Target
(2016‐17)

Keep informed about gambling issues and harm
minimisation strategies
Initiate or complete projects through the Problem
Gambling Assistance Fund
Undertake measures designed to reduce negative
impacts of gambling harm
Source:

5

4

Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate, Budget Statements B, 2016‐17, page 125

2.157 The timeliness of these indicators is unclear because the duration of the projects is not
specified. The use of multiple stages of a project (‘initiate, analyse or complete’) makes it
difficult to discern what is being measured and gives options as to what constitutes
achievement of the target. Indicators about conducting or analysing research projects are
relevant to the output, there is however opportunity for the number of factors of success
to be reduced or made more specific. In this case, the clarity of the indicators has
contributed to them not meeting the timeliness criterion.
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2.158 In response to the draft proposed report, the Gambling and Racing Commission advised that
they do not agree with the assessment of these indicators as not meeting the timeliness
criterion:
The measure for this indicator is to either initiate or complete a project undertaken by the
Gambling and Racing Commission or; analyse significant research project conducted
elsewhere (outside the ACT) during the reporting period.
These indicators have been included in the Gambling and Racing Commission’s Budget for
several years and has not incurred any audit findings associated with the measure as part
audit findings in the Statement of Performance.

Focus
2.159 The Focus criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) is
‘Focus – there should be a focus on overall performance and key deliverables. Measures
should not be focused on one single aspect of performance.’ This criterion was interpreted
as being an assessment of whether the indicators together address all key aspects of the
output.
2.160 Territory entities that have diverse business units are unlikely to meet this criterion, for
example Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate, Justice and
Community Safety, Health Directorate, Environment, Planning and Sustainable
Development Directorate.

Sustainable
2.161 The Sustainable criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012)
is ‘Sustainable – performance measures ought to be sustainable, where the benefits derived
from collecting and reporting information should outweigh costs’. This criterion was
interpreted as being an assessment of whether the indicator:


fulfils a national or legal requirement to collect the data; or



a review of the Statement of Performance Cover Sheet/Verification Sheet details an
explanation of data collection that can be assumed to be reasonably economic.

2.162 The results for this criterion are presented in Table 2‐9.
2.163 Indicators that align with those produced to meet national reporting requirements, such as
those of the Report on Government Services (RoGs) were considered sustainable as they are
based on established counting rules and data can be produced once to meet multiple
purposes. A judgemental assessment of the sustainability of the calculation method and
data source was made on the remaining indicators that did not align with nationally
reported measures.
2.164 The indicators that were assessed as not being sustainable required manual processes that
may not be sustainable overtime or complex calculations to derive results. For example, an
indicator relating to Disability Education that relies on the completion of paper forms by
teachers (Individual Learning Plans completed for students in special and mainstream
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schools who access special education services) or an Education and Care Services indicator
on (Investigations and complaints commenced within stated policy timeframes) that relies
on complex analysis of complaints and whether they fall within the allowed times under
various circumstances.
2.165 Indicators in general should be reviewed over time to ensure they are still relevant and
appropriate and refined if necessary, similarly, the data collection and calculation method
of indicators should also be assessed and refined if required.

Impartiality
2.166 The Impartiality criterion in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012)
is ‘Impartiality – setting measures should be impartial, ensuring that a balanced perspective
is evident’. This criterion was interpreted as being a judgemental assessment of whether
the measure or its target appears to be skewed to achieving a specific result.
2.167 The results for this criterion are presented in Table 2‐9. Reporting results of indicators as a
percentage is a common method and useful form of measurement; a caveat to this is when
there may be the risk of results being distorted if there in increase in performance off a
small base. For example an Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development
Directorate indicator ‘Increase in the number of businesses or offices assisted to improve
energy and water efficiency, reduce waste and increase recycling target 10%’32 was assessed
as having the potential to be subject to distortion for this reason.
2.168 Indicators relating to the commencement of an activity, rather than completion of a
particular milestone or of the task altogether also have the potential to be subject to
distortion. It is easy to commence a project in order to achieve or contribute to achieving
the target for this type of indicator, without actually making much progress. Having the
completion of the task or a milestone in a task rather than the initiation would reduce the
potential for distortion in results for indicators such as this.
Overall assessment of accountability indicators
2.169 Twenty seven ACT Government Territory entities have accountability indicators for their
output classes in the budget papers. The results of a review of their 603 accountability
indicators’ alignment with eleven criterion in the ‘Accountability indicators – Evaluation
criteria’ in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (November 2012) follows
relative to each criterion.


Representative (assist in achieving the broader government priorities articulated in ACT
Government documents).
All the accountability indicators of twenty four Territory entities (89 per cent) meet this
criterion either fully or partially. For the other entities Territory and Municipal Services

32

Budget Statement E, Environment and Planning Directorate, 2016‐17, page 15.
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(former Directorate), Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate and the Public
Trustee and Guardian most of their indicators meet this criterion.


Relevant (fit for the intended purpose), Quantifiable (quantifiable and measure to a
reasonable degree accuracy), and Verifiable (evidence will be required).
All Territory entities’ accountability indicators either meet or partially meet the
Relevant criterion.



All Territory entities’ accountability indicators meet the Quantifiable and Verifiable
criterion.



Clarity (clear, understandable and easy to interpret).
Fourteen Territory entities (52 per cent) had all their accountability indicators meet this
criterion.
Only a few of the accountability indicators of the other entities do not meet this
criterion. These entities are the ACT Local Hospital Network, the Chief Minister,
Treasury and Economic Development Directorate, Community Services Directorate,
Education Directorate, Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development
Directorate, Health Directorate, Territory and Municipal Services (former Directorate),
Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate, Compulsory Third Party Insurance,
Gambling and Racing Commission, Insurance Authority, Land Development Agency
(former entity), and the Public Trustee and Guardian.



External focus (external focus, rather than internal or technical processes).
All the accountability indicators of eighteen Territory entities (67 per cent) meet this
criterion.
The majority of the indicators of five entities (19 per cent) meet this criterion. These
entities are ACTION, Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate,
Justice and Community Safety Directorate, ACT Building and Construction Industry
Training Fund Authority and the Gambling and Racing Commission.
Some of the indicators of the Capital Metro Agency (former entity), Insurance
Authority, Public Cemeteries and the Public Trustee and Guardian meet this criterion.



Comparable (maintain continuity and comparability of results across years).
Only nine Territory entities (33 per cent) have accountability indicators that meet this
criterion. These entities are the Territory Banking Account, ACT Local Hospital Network,
Housing ACT, Superannuation Provisional Account, ACT Building and Construction
Industry Training Fund Authority, Compulsory Third Party Insurance, Long Service Leave
Authority, Canberra Institute of Technology, and Cultural Facilities Corporation.
The ACT Gambling and Racing Commission and the Legal Aid Commission have many
indicators that do not meet this criterion.
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Timeliness (up‐to‐date information reported in a timely manner with reasonable
frequency).
All the accountability indicators of twenty six entities (96 per cent) meet the timeliness
criterion. The Gambling and Racing Commission is the only entity with some indicators
that do not meet this criterion.



Focus (measures should not be focused on one single aspect of performance)
All of the accountability indicators of twenty one entities (78 per cent) meet this
criterion.
The majority of the indicators for Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate, Environment Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate, Justice
and Community Safety Directorate, and Compulsory Third Party Insurance meet this
criterion. This is not the case for the Health Directorate and Public Cemeteries Authority
as only half of their indicators meet this criterion.



Sustainable (the benefits derived from collecting and reporting information outweigh
costs).
All the accountability indicators of twenty four Territory entities (89 per cent) meet this
criterion.
The majority of the indicators of the Education Directorate and the Community Services
Directorate meet this criterion. This is not the case for the Environment Planning and
Sustainable Development Directorate as only around half of its indicators meet this
criterion. However, it is questionable that this is an evaluation criterion.



Impartiality (setting measures should be impartial, ensuring that a balanced
perspective is evident).
All of the accountability indicators of twenty three Territory entities (81 per cent) meet
this criterion.
The majority of the indicators for the Education Directorate, Environment, Planning and
Sustainable Development Directorate, Gambling & Racing Commission and the Land
Development Agency (former entity) meet this criterion. However, it is questionable
that this is an evaluation criterion.
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RECOMMENDATION 3

IMPROVE ACCOUNTABILITY INDICATORS

Accountability indicators should be improved by:
a)

the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate, Justice and
Community Safety Directorate, Superannuation Provision Account, Transport Canberra
and City Services, ACT Building and Construction Industry Training Fund Authority and
the Public Trustee and Guardian amending accountability indicators so they fully meet
the criterion of Representative;

b) the ACT Local Hospital Network, Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate, Community Services Directorate, Education Directorate, Environment,
Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate, Health Directorate, Transport
Canberra and City Services, Compulsory Third Party Insurance, Gambling and Racing
Commission, ACT Insurance Authority and the Public Trustee and Guardian amending
accountability indicators so they meet the criterion of Clarity; and
c)

ACTION, Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate, Justice and
Community Safety Directorate, ACT Building and Construction Industry Training Fund
Authority, ACT Insurance Authority, Public Cemeteries and the Public Trustee and
Guardian considering the extent to which accountability indicators meet the criterion
of External Focus and amending indicators to meet the criterion as necessary.

Alignment of strategic and accountability indicators with
internal processes
2.170 As an additional assessment of the effectiveness of Territory entities’ strategic and
accountability indicators, consideration was given to:


the extent of alignment between Territory entities’ strategic and accountability
indicators and entities’ internal indicators and processes; and



the extent to which strategic and accountability indicators were recognised and
overseen by Territory entities’ senior management and executive.

2.171 Externally reported performance indicators should align with an entity’s internal indicators.
Alignment between externally reported indicators and internally managed and reported
indicators suggests that the external indicators are relevant and appropriate and focused
on the things that matter. If internal and external indicators do not align, the relevance of
the externally reported indicators as measures of entity performance could be questioned.
To assess alignment, the audit team reviewed the frequency of use of externally reported
indicators within entities.
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2.172 All of the twelve entities selected for further review, monitored progress against externally
reported indicators more frequently than is required under Financial Management Act 1996
reporting requirements. Externally reported indicators were usually reviewed alongside
other internal indicators to provide an overview of the entity’s performance.
2.173 As the entities selected for audit were primarily service delivery focussed, many of their
accountability (and some strategic) indicators were monitored frequently (daily, weekly,
monthly) as they reflected the entity’s core business. For example:


the Canberra Institute of Technology prepares weekly statistical reports on paid and
non‐paid nominal hours and enrolments that are circulated to all business managers
and monthly Executive Student Activity Reports with information on nominal hours
and enrolments across all Canberra Institute of Technology courses which are
circulated to Heads of Colleges and Directors. This aligns with two of the externally
reported accountability indicators (these being nominal hours and program
enrolments) for the output of the provision vocational education and training services
in 2015‐16 and 2016‐17]; and



the Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate and ACTION use a detailed
business plan and associated dashboards to monitor externally reported performance
indicators during the year. The dashboard reporting is prepared monthly and
disseminated to the Deputy‐Director General, Executive Directors and Directors.

2.174 The Courts and Tribunals business area, within the Justice and Community Safety
Directorate was the only business area that identified that externally reported indicators do
not always inform the work of the business unit.
2.175 The Courts and Tribunals business area advised that many of its indicators are reliant on
external factors outside of its control and, in order to identify more meaningful and
appropriate measures that could inform management actions, Courts and Tribunals has
been actively reviewing its indicators with the intention of developing more appropriate
and meaningful indicators. This has included:


conducting a cross‐jurisdictional review of other similar entities’ indicators;



conducting a review of global measures for justice services performance; and



liaising with other jurisdictions for the purpose of developing more informative
indicators that are less reliant on external factors.

Internal oversight of indicators
2.176 Internal oversight of performance indicators by senior management is a further indication
that indicators are used to manage and assess entity performance and are considered
relevant and appropriate for the task.
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2.177 Almost all of the twelve Territory entities (11 out of 12) had Senior Executive, Board or
relevant committee oversight of indicators at intervals throughout the year (or by exception
reporting). The exception to this was the Environment, Planning and Sustainable
Development Directorate.
2.178 The Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate did not provide its
indicators to any oversight body within the organisation other than when preparing the
budget indicators for Director‐General endorsement.
2.179 All of the twelve audited Territory entities selected for further audit review monitor
progress against externally reported indicators more frequently than is required under
Financial Management Act 1996 reporting requirements. It was also evidenced that there
was strong alignment between externally reported indicators and internally managed and
reported indicators, which suggests that the external indicators are relevant and
appropriate and focused on the things that matter to the organisation. Where there was
evidence of externally reported indicators not being perceived as relevant or appropriate
by the relevant business unit in the entity, it was apparent that efforts were being directed
to reviewing and revising these indicators to make them more relevant and appropriate.
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PROCESSES FOR THE SELECTION AND REVIEW OF
INDICATORS

3.1

This chapter presents the findings of an examination of the processes used by 12 Territory
entities (Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate, Community
Services Directorate, Education Directorate, Environment, Planning and Sustainable
Development Directorate, Health Directorate, Justice and Community Safety Directorate,
Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate, Canberra Institute of Technology, ACT
Local Hospital Network, ACTION, Housing ACT and the Land Development Agency (former
agency) to review their strategic and accountability indicators and select new or revised
indicators. Better practices are also presented.

Summary
Conclusions
Territory entities have effective processes for the selection, review and approval of strategic and
accountability indicators, although entities’ procedural guidance is not documented. Documenting
procedural guidance is important as it would: reduce the risk of inappropriate and inconsistent
practices, especially if staff were to leave; facilitate the sharing of information, including the
better practices that are used by some entities; and fill a void, as there is virtually no process
guidance in key policy and procedural documents for strategic and accountability indicators.

Key findings
Paragraph
The Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate and ACTION have a
documented procedure for the review, selection and approval of strategic and
accountability indicators. The document includes information to guide its business
areas’ administrative processes for the review, selection and approval of indicators.
It references the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) as a
source of information. None of the other eleven Territory entities reviewed has a
policy or procedural document for the review, selection and approval of strategic
and accountability indicators.

3.11

Although documentation of procedures for the review, selection and approval of
strategic and accountability indicators was lacking, all twelve Territory entities had
documentation and records to evidence final review and approval of revisions to
strategic and accountability indicators by the relevant business area as well as
Director‐General / Chief Executive Officer. In doing so, however, representatives
from the entities’ central coordinating teams advised that they did not routinely

3.19
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assess strategic or accountability indicators against the evaluation criteria set out in
the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012). A review of
indicators every three years or when circumstances change would reduce the risk of
indicators becoming redundant.
The Justice and Community Safety Directorate’s review of existing strategic and
accountability indicators included better practices which involved examining
indicators used in other jurisdictions and the use of modelling or reviews (internal or
external) to develop evidence‐based amendments. These practices need to be
promoted and shared across Territory entities.

3.20

The measure verification sheets used to document new indicators are important as
they record supporting information and specify the responsible person for
monitoring and reporting on the indicator. Eleven of the twelve Territory entities
examined had a completed detailed measure verification sheet. While the Canberra
Institute of Technology was the only agency in which a measure verification sheet
was not used, this was not needed as their indicators have remained relatively
unchanged for several years.

3.27

The Community Services Directorate introduction of new accountability indicators
included better practices whereby the feasibility and appropriateness of new
indicators is tested for 12 months prior to their adoption. Such a practice needs to
be promoted for use by other Territory entities.

3.28

The Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT
Government (2011) provided the framework whereby key ACT Government
priorities were to be explicitly supported by Territory entities’ performance
indicators and reported publically. Two key components of this framework were the
Canberra Plan and the Measuring our Progress website whereby reporting was to
occur against the 29 strategic progress indicators identified in this plan. The Canberra
Plan is no longer the ACT Government’s key policy document and there is no
Measuring our Progress website. These fundamental components need to be
reinstated or replaced, especially articulating what is the ACT Government
document(s) to which Territory entities’ performance indicators need to be linked.

3.36

Once this is addressed an analysis of the relevancy of all Territory entities’
performance indicators against the relevant Government document(s) is needed to
address the risk that there is a gap in coverage.

3.37

Reporting and monitoring on annual ACT Government priorities as envisaged in
Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT
Government (2011) is not occurring. While an ACT Government Priorities 2011‐2012
document was prepared, which identifies eight outcomes, 53 projects and 51

3.45
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‘measures of achievement’ and this was reported against through two half‐yearly
reports, there have been no similar statements of intent or statements of
achievement planned or reported since. In 2016 the Canberra: A Statement of
Ambition document was prepared, which identified four ‘directions of travel’, but
there is no further detail on how these will be measured and reported against.
New Zealand and New South Wales have implemented practices whereby
government priorities (strategic indicators) have been identified and subsequently
publically reported against. In giving consideration to the merits of reinstating or
replacing strategic planning and reporting practices in the ACT, i.e. jurisdiction‐wide
strategic progress indicators annual ‘priority outcomes and actions’ identified
through annual Statements of Intent, the practices implemented in New Zealand or
New South Wales merit consideration.

3.57

Review, selection and approval processes
Performance and accountability guidance
3.2

No detailed information or examples of better practice administrative processes are
provided in the performance and accountability guidance (the Strengthening Performance
and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government (2011) or the Guide to the
Performance Management Framework (2012)) to guide administrative processes for
selecting and approving strategic and accountability indicators. The guidance primarily
focuses on the characteristics and features of indicators, which is discussed in Chapter 2.

3.3

The Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (2013) provides limited
information on administrative processes for the review, selection and approval of
performance indicators. The need to review, evaluate and modify (if necessary)
performance indicators is mentioned; ‘once the data for the performance indicators are
collected, analysed and communicated, consider evaluating both the performance
indicators selected and the program or strategy being measured’.33 The Guide further
states:
Performance indicators of all levels in the program logic model must be re‐evaluated over time
against the [characteristics of good performance indicators] to ensure the performance
indicators are still relevant to measuring the program’s progress towards achieving the overall
outcome. 34

3.4

Therefore, the processes used by the 12 Territory entities (Chief Minister, Treasury and
Economic Development Directorate, Community Services Directorate, Education
Directorate, Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development Directorate, Health

33

Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide, page 10

34

Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide, page 10
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Directorate, Justice and Community Safety Directorate, Transport Canberra and City
Services Directorate, Canberra Institute of Technology, ACT Local Hospital Network,
ACTION, Housing ACT and the Land Development Agency (former agency)) selected for
examination were considered only with reference to the entities own documents and
practices.

Territory entities’ practices
3.5

3.6

3.7

To identify Territory entities’ administrative practices:


discussions were held with key personnel involved in the review, selection and
approval of strategic and accountability indicators; and



documentary evidence of the review, selection and approval of strategic and
accountability indicators was sourced.

Some Territory entities managed the process of review, selection and approval through
their corporate finance area, while others did this through their corporate governance area.
Entity representatives who were interviewed included:


Chief Finance Officers and members of the corporate finance team at: Community
Services Directorate and Housing ACT, Health Directorate and Local Hospital Network,
Justice and Community Safety Directorate, (former) Land Development Agency,
Canberra Institute of Technology, Environment, Planning and Sustainable
Development Directorate, Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate and
ACTION; and



Directors of corporate governance areas and members of their team at the Chief
Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate as well as the Deputy
Director‐General Education Strategy at the Education Directorate.

Representatives of diverse business areas within the twelve entities were also interviewed,
specifically Directors (or nominated members of their team) with responsibility for the
review, monitoring and reporting of strategic and accountability indicators relevant to their
business operations. Approximately 31 people from 26 business areas in the twelve entities
were interviewed.

Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate and ACTION
3.8

Of the twelve Territory entities examined only the Transport Canberra and City Services
Directorate and ACTION had a documented policy or procedure that reflected processes for
the review, selection and approval of strategic and accountability indicators.

3.9

The Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate and ACTION shared a relatively simple
procedural document that included:
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a description of what strategic and accountability indicators are;



the steps and timing for the indicator review process;
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information on the timing and requirements of the ACT Audit Office review of
accountability indicators; and



information on the location of relevant files and documentation.

3.10

The Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate and ACTION procedural document
makes reference to the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) as a
source of information and includes links to various templates in use within the entity
associated with reviewing and reporting on performance indicators.

3.11

The Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate and ACTION have a documented
procedure for the review, selection and approval of strategic and accountability indicators.
The document includes information to guide its business areas’ administrative processes for
the review, selection and approval of indicators. It references the Guide to the Performance
Management Framework (2012) as a source of information. None of the other eleven
Territory entities reviewed has a policy or procedural document for the review, selection
and approval of strategic and accountability indicators.

Processes for reviewing indicators
3.12

As discussed in paragraph 1.30, each year Directors‐General and Chief Executive Officers
are responsible for setting and proposing indicators for Ministerial consideration. Ministers
have responsibility for deciding whether to accept the proposed indicators by signing off
prior to their presentation to the Treasurer for final sign off.

3.13

Notwithstanding the lack of documented policy or procedural guidance within Territory
entities, eleven of the twelve entities have a similar process for reviewing indicators. This
includes:


communication from the entity’s corporate finance or corporate governance team
(referred to as a central coordinating team in this report) in approximately March /
April to each manager, Director or Executive Director responsible for a strategic or
accountability indicator. The communication typically identified the previous year’s
indicator and associated target and invited the responsible person to review and
propose changes if necessary;



communication and discussion between the manager, Director or Executive Director
responsible for a strategic or accountability indicator and the central coordinating
area in relation to changes put forward. The communication included discussion on
the data source and proposed counting methodologies;



final review and approval of any revisions to strategic and accountability indicators by
the manager, Director or Executive Director responsible for the indicator;



collection and coordination of all strategic and accountability indicators by the central
coordinating area; and
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3.14

review by the entity’s Chief Financial Officer before presentation to the
Director‐General or Chief Executive Officer for approval prior to review and
endorsement from the Minister and then the Treasurer.

The Canberra Institute of Technology follows a slightly different process whereby the Chief
Operating Officer and the Director, Corporate Services review strategic and accountability
indicators in December each year prior to the submission of indicators to the Board for its
consideration and, after its review and approval, to the Minister and Treasurer. The slightly
different process followed in the Canberra Institute of Technology is a result of:


timing differences (its financial reports are based on a calendar year); and



the comparative stability of its indicators, which reflect national reporting
requirements that must be met to receive ongoing Commonwealth funding. This
means there has been little need to review existing indicators and identify potential
alternatives.

Focus on accountability indicators
3.15

From interviews with Territory entity staff it became obvious that there is a focus on
accountability indicators (as opposed to strategic indicators) because:


accountability indicators are linked to the agency’s budget and audited by the Audit
Office as part of the review of the Statement of Performance. This necessarily
elevated the prominence of accountability indicators in Territory entities’ processes;
and



strategic indicators may be more stable over years and where they have a
quantitative target data can be available less frequently to monitor results, for
example annual or bi‐annual survey results (e.g. annual survey results).

Reference to ACT Government performance and accountability framework requirements
3.16

Representatives from the entities’ central coordinating teams interviewed advised that they
did not routinely assess strategic or accountability indicators against the evaluation criteria
set out in the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) as part of their
ongoing review processes.

Documentation of review
3.17
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All twelve Territory entities had documentation and records to evidence:


final review and approval of any revisions to strategic and accountability indicators by
the manager, Director or Executive Director responsible for the strategic or
accountability indicator;



sign off and approval of the entity’s suite of indicators from the Director‐General or
Chief Executive Officer for the 2015‐16 and 2016‐17 financial years; and
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3.18

evidence of the indicators being submitted to relevant Minister(s) and the Treasurer
for review and endorsement.

During the audit, examples of better practices were identified in some Territory entities for
the review of strategic and accountability indicators. This included:


reviewing indicators used in other jurisdictions to help inform Territory entities’
indicators and associated targets, for example:
 the Justice and Community Safety Directorate’s Courts and Tribunal business area
has reviewed and compared its performance indicators against indicators used in
other Australian jurisdictions as well as global measures for justice services
performance;



using modelling or reviews (internal or external) to inform evidence‐based
amendments to indicators, for example:
 due to inconsistencies in the Justice and Community Safety Directorate’s
Corrective Services business area performance indicators in 2013‐14, the
indicators were subject to an internal review, which resulted in a published
findings report with recommendations for improvement; and
 the Justice and Community Safety Directorate has commissioned modelling work
to inform the target for ambulance response time performance indicators;
previously the target was 6 minutes but the modelling found that this was an
unachievable target given the resources that were available and the target was
revised to eight minutes.

3.19

Although documentation of procedures for the review, selection and approval of strategic
and accountability indicators was lacking, all twelve Territory entities had documentation
and records to evidence final review and approval of revisions to strategic and
accountability indicators by the relevant business area as well as Director‐General / Chief
Executive Officer. In doing so, however, representatives from the entities’ central
coordinating teams advised that they did not routinely assess strategic or accountability
indicators against the evaluation criteria set out in the Guide to the Performance
Management Framework (2012). A review of indicators every three years or when
circumstances change would reduce the risk of indicators becoming redundant.

3.20

The Justice and Community Safety Directorate’s review of existing strategic and
accountability indicators included better practices which involved examining indicators
used in other jurisdictions and the use of modelling or reviews (internal or external) to
develop evidence‐based amendments. These practices need to be promoted and shared
across Territory entities.
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RECOMMENDATION 4

PROCEDURES FOR THE REVIEW, SELECTION AND APPROVAL
OF STRATEGIC AND ACCOUNTABILITY INDICATORS

All Territory entities should document their procedure for the review, selection and
approval of strategic and accountability indicators (the Transport Canberra and City Services
Directorate and ACTION documented procedures could be used as a guide). The procedures
should include:
a)

specifying a time (e.g. three years or when circumstances change) for reviewing and
assessing all accountability indicators against performance indicators used by
government agencies for similar services in other jurisdictions; and

b) engaging with other Territory entities to identify better practices used in the Territory.
RECOMMENDATION 5

INTERIM ARRANGEMENTS

When Recommendation 1 a) to e) are complete, all Territory Entities should use the revised
criteria as the basis for assessing the suitability of their Strategic and Accountability
indicators.

Processes for the selection of new indicators
3.21

New indicators may be developed when new programs are announced, machinery of
government changes occur or when a better indicator has been identified to report on
activities. New indicators were usually identified and selected by the Territory entity’s
relevant business area and proposed to its central coordinating area during the annual
consideration of indicators.

3.22

All Territory entities, except for the Canberra Institute of Technology, had a similar process
for selecting new indicators prior to Director‐General and Chief Executive Officer sign‐off. A
key feature of the process for adoption of new accountability indicators was the use of a
measure verification sheet.

Measure verification sheet
3.23

In eleven of the twelve agencies examined a detailed measure verification sheet was
completed following discussion and agreement on proposed accountability indicators.
While the Canberra Institute of Technology was the only Territory entity in which a measure
verification sheet had not been completed for new indicators, this was not needed as its
indicators have remained relatively unchanged for several years as mentioned in paragraph
3.14.

3.24

The measure verification sheet is a template which requires information on the data source
and calculation method for the indicator and the name and business area of the person who
will be responsible for monitoring and reporting on the indicator.
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3.25

New indicators were usually identified and selected by the relevant business area and
proposed to its central coordinating area during the annual review of indicators. Following
discussion and agreement between the relevant business area and central coordinating
area on a new indicator, a measure verification sheet is completed and submitted to the
Territory entity’s central coordinating area. Measure verification sheets are required to be
approved by the Director or Executive Director of the business area prior to being submitted
to its central coordinating area. The central coordinating area may ask the business area
proposing the indicator to confirm data availability or the calculation methodology. When
agreement is reached, the new indicator is added to the suite of indicators provided to the
Director‐General or Chief‐Executive for review and approval, prior to submission to the
Minister/s and the Treasurer for approval.

Proposing new indicators
3.26

Each of the twelve Territory entities described considerations and conversations that occur
prior to proposing new indicators. In doing so, the Community Services Directorate, Housing
ACT, Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate (Shared Services) and
the Justice and Community Safety Directorate all noted the potential risk of perverse
incentives and unintended consequences of proposed new indicators and the need to make
sure reliable data is available prior to proceeding. In order to mitigate this risk the
Community Services Directorate has implemented a better practice process whereby it tests
the feasibility and appropriateness of new indicators for 12 months prior to their adoption.
This allows time for the identification of:


any difficulties associated with the collection of sufficient and reliable data for
reporting performance against the proposed new indicator; and



potential unintended consequences and perverse outcomes associated with the
adoption of the proposed new indicator, including risks associated with a focus on
reporting against the new indicator, to the potential detriment of reporting (and
performance) against other indicators.

3.27

The measure verification sheets used to document new indicators are important as they
record supporting information and specify the responsible person for monitoring and
reporting on the indicator. Eleven of the twelve Territory entities examined had a
completed detailed measure verification sheet. While the Canberra Institute of Technology
was the only agency in which a measure verification sheet was not used, this was not
needed as their indicators have remained relatively unchanged for several years.

3.28

The Community Services Directorate introduction of new accountability indicators included
better practices whereby the feasibility and appropriateness of new indicators is tested for
12 months prior to their adoption. Such a practice needs to be promoted for use by other
Territory entities.
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Performance planning and reporting
3.29

The Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government
(2011) document illustrates the desired link between ACT Government and Territory
entities’ planning and reporting. This is shown in Figure 3‐1.

Figure 3‐1

ACT Government performance planning and reporting

Source:

Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government, February 2011, page 15

3.30

The Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government
(2011) articulated a performance and accountability framework, which included:

3.31



ACT ‘progress goals’ (also referred to as strategic progress indicators) established
through the Canberra Plan and reported on through a Measuring our Progress
website;



ACT Government ‘priority outcomes and actions’ identified through annual
Statements of Intent and reported through annual Statements of Achievement;



strategic indicators, established through corporate planning processes and reported
on through Territory entities’ annual reports; and



accountability indicators, established through annual budgeting processes and
reported on through Territory entities’ annual reports.

According to the Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT
Government (2011):
The ACT’s reporting framework seeks to:
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3.32



Achieve a balanced and integrated presentation of performance; and



Ensure accessibility and efficiency.35

Characteristics of Territory entities’ strategic and accountability indicators were discussed
in Chapter 2 and Territory entities’ processes for the selection, review and approval of
strategic and accountability indicators were discussed in paragraphs 3.5 to 3.28. The
following sections of the report discuss the ACT Government’s intent in:


monitoring and reporting on ACT strategic progress indicators established through the
Canberra Plan and reported on through a Measuring our Progress website; and



setting annual ‘priority outcomes and actions’ through Statements of Intent and
reported through annual Statements of Achievement.

Canberra Plan strategic progress indicators
3.33

The 2008 Canberra Plan identified 29 strategic progress indicators against the following
seven strategic themes:


quality health care;



a fair and safe community;



excellent education, quality teaching and skills development;



a strong dynamic economy;



a vibrant city and great neighbourhoods;



a sustainable future; and



high‐quality services.

Measuring Our Progress website
3.34

The ACT Government’s Measuring our Progress website was launched on 30 June 201036
and was intended to monitor ‘over the longer term, the ACT’s continuing progress against
the seven strategic themes [of the Canberra Plan] as measured using 28 key progress
indicators’.37 According to the Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework
for the ACT Government (2011) document:
The website … is updated on a regular basis as information becomes available.38

35

Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government , page 15

36

Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government, page 15.

37

Report on the implementation of the Canberra Plan – Towards our Second Century 2012‐13, page 17.
There is an unexplained discrepancy between the Canberra Plan’s identified of 29 strategic progress
indicators and the reference to 28 in this document.
38

Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government, page 15.
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3.35

The use of a website to report progress against key progress indicators was identified in the
2009 Allen Consulting Group’s report on its review of performance and accountability
measures in the ACT. The Performance and Accountability in the ACT: Towards a New
Framework (2009) report describes real time, on‐line performance reporting as being key
to the successful implementation of the Canberra Plan:
Frequent reporting of performance in a transparent manner is fundamental to the successful
implementation of a plan. A plan will only achieve its full potential if this occurs. If
performance is reported regularly and clearly online, this will contribute to community
engagement and trust. It will also ensure that ministers and the public sector remain focussed
on plan objectives, and integrate this into their own sub‐plans and day‐to‐day decision
making.39

3.36

The Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government
(2011) provided the framework whereby key ACT Government priorities were to be
explicitly supported by Territory entities’ performance indicators and reported publically.
Two key components of this framework were the Canberra Plan and the Measuring our
Progress website whereby reporting was to occur against the 29 strategic progress
indicators identified in this plan. The Canberra Plan is no longer the ACT Government’s key
policy document and there is no Measuring our Progress website. These fundamental
components need to be reinstated or replaced, especially articulating what is the ACT
Government document(s) to which Territory entities’ performance indicators need to be
linked.

3.37

Once this is addressed an analysis of the relevancy of all Territory entities’ performance
indicators against the relevant Government document(s) is needed to address the risk that
there is a gap in coverage.
RECOMMENDATION 1

ACT PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY FRAMEWORK

The Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate should update the
Performance and Accountability Framework in a timely manner (around eighteen months),
at a minimum this should include:
f)

developing the equivalent of the Measuring our Progress website;

g)

after completing a) through to e) analyse the coverage of all Territory entities
performance indicators to identify gaps. If there is a gap request the relevant Territory
entity to develop an indicator; and

h) coordinate the overall implementation of the revised Performance and Accountability
Framework based on a) to g).

39

Performance and Accountability in the ACT: Towards a New Framework, page 44.
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Annual Statement of Intent
3.38

As shown in Figure 3‐1, ACT Government Statements of Intent and Statements of
Achievement were to be a vehicle for reporting priority outcomes and actions of the
government.

3.39

The Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government
(2011) identifies the purpose and source of ACT government priorities and notes the
commitment to publishing an annual Statement of Intent to enhance accountability and
transparency:
… Identified strategic priorities define where the Government will focus its attention and effort
from a high‐level policy perspective. It also requires identification of priority actions and
achievements that will contribute to the longer‐term goals of Government.
The ACT Government‘s strategic priorities are articulated in a range of documents including:


broad strategic plans such as People, Place, Prosperity; the Social Plan; the Spatial Plan,
and Capital Development;
whole‐of‐government strategies addressing particular issues such as Think water act
water; Weathering the Change, the Sustainable Transport Plan, and the ACT
Infrastructure Plan; and
intergovernmental agreements such as the National Partnership Agreements with the
Australian Government.





The Government reviews and refines these priorities each year as part of its annual priority
setting process. This allows the Government to clarify and reinforce the priorities that agencies
are expected to deliver. It also provides capacity to respond to emerging challenges and
opportunities in particular policy areas.
To enhance accountability and transparency, the Government has committed to publishing an
annual Statement of Intent. This statement will articulate priority results, which the
Government will work towards over the medium‐term, and the priority actions which will be
delivered over the next 12 months to help achieve these results. The statement will be
published after the annual Budget, around the beginning of each financial year.40

ACT Government Priorities 2011‐12
3.40

40

In 2011‐12 an ACT Government Priorities 2011‐2012 document was produced. The ACT
Government Priorities 2011‐2012 document listed 53 projects against the following eight
outcomes:


A liveable, sustainable city



Timely access to healthcare



Help for those most in need



Housing options for all Canberrans



Skills for life and for our economy



A robust local economy and a balanced tax system

Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government, 2011, pages 7‐8
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3.41



Improved access to and use of public transport



Continued improvement in public safety

In support of the eight outcomes and 53 projects 51 ‘measures of achievement’ were
identified. While some of these were articulated in the nature of specific and quantifiable
performance indicators (e.g. ‘reduce number of people waiting longer than recommended
timeframes for elective surgery by 33%’) many were not (e.g. ‘targeted investment in VET
to meet skill needs’). Two six‐monthly progress reports were prepared and publicly released
in relation to the ACT Government Priorities 2011‐2012 document.

Canberra: A statement of ambition
3.42

In 2016 the Canberra: A Statement of Ambition document was published.41 The Canberra:
A Statement of Ambition document states:
We have collected the thoughts, priority areas and actions of the ACT Government in order to
assess how we’ve been working and then determine a direction of travel for each priority area.
The result is a clear trajectory to deliver a compact and competitive Canberra for all. Delivering
the Capital Ambition will involve continuing to work in a collaborative and bold way to see
what works, as well as focusing delivery in the areas we know will help us reach our ambition.
The Capital Ambition addresses four themes of any good integrated city strategy: a summary
of future ambition, a recognition of current momentum, clarification of the challenges and
drivers shaping Canberra and the future direction of travel.

3.43

The Canberra: A Statement of Ambition document identifies four ‘directions of travel’ as
follows:


We must attract and retain the talented people that can help make our city great



We must continue to open and diversify our local economy building on the strong
position we have as one of Australia’s longest serving knowledge based cities



We must deliver better metropolitan infrastructure that helps to renew our inner
precincts, strengthening our suburbs and providing new opportunities for all



We must embrace the digital mindset and deliver integrated smart city initiatives.

3.44

No performance indicators have been established for the four ‘directions of travel’
identified in the Canberra: A Statement of Ambition document, nor is there any indication
as to how progress on the four ‘directions of travel’ will be measured and reported.

3.45

Reporting and monitoring on annual ACT Government priorities as envisaged in
Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government
(2011) is not occurring. While an ACT Government Priorities 2011‐2012 document was
prepared, which identifies eight outcomes, 53 projects and 51 ‘measures of achievement’
and this was reported against through two half‐yearly reports, there have been no similar
statements of intent or statements of achievement planned or reported since. In 2016 the
Canberra: A Statement of Ambition document was prepared, which identified four

41

Accessed online at: http://www.cmd.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/865482/Canberra‐A‐
Statement‐of‐Ambition.pdf on 21/11/2017 Page 6
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‘directions of travel’, but there is no further detail on how these will be measured and
reported against.
Annual Budget statements
3.46

3.47

Annual ACT Government funding priorities are set out in Budget Paper 2: Budget in Brief
documents. Funding priorities are organised by theme. For example, in 2017‐18, the six
priority funding themes are:


Education ‐ Better schools for our kids;



Health ‐ Better care when you need it;



Infrastructure ‐ Building a better city;



City services ‐ Better services in your community;



Economic development ‐ More and better jobs; and



Social inclusion ‐ Better support when it matters.

No performance indicators or measures of progress have been explicitly established for the
ACT Government funding priorities or themes established through the annual Budget
process.

ACT Government performance and accountability framework
3.48

3.49

As stated in paragraph 3.30, the Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A
Framework for the ACT Government (2011) document articulated a performance and
accountability framework that envisaged cascading measures of performance planning and
reporting, including;


ACT ‘progress goals’ (also referred to as strategic progress indicators) established
through the Canberra Plan and reported on through a Measuring our Progress
website;



ACT Government ‘priority outcomes and actions’ identified through annual
Statements of Intent and reported through annual Statements of Achievement;



strategic indicators, established through corporate planning processes and reported
on through Territory entities’ annual reports; and



accountability indicators, established through annual budgeting processes and
reported on through Territory entities’ annual reports.

While strategic and accountability indicators have been established for Territory entities
(refer to Chapter 2):


strategic progress indicators established by the Canberra Plan are no longer reported
against; and
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ACT Government ‘priority outcomes and actions’ are not being identified through
annual Statements of Intent and reported through annual Statements of Achievement.

3.50

The ACT’s performance and accountability framework, as represented by the Strengthening
Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government (2011), refers to
monitoring strategic progress indicators established by the Canberra Plan (no longer the
key policy document) and reporting on the implementation of annual ACT Government
‘priority outcomes and actions’ identified through annual Statements of Intent. This does
not happen and the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate will
need to determine the merits of re‐instating these practices (or some alternative) or
removing references to these requirements from guidance documentation.

3.51

In giving consideration to the merits of re‐instating these practices (or some alternative) the
Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate may consider practices
implemented in New Zealand or New South Wales, which are discussed below.

New Zealand
3.52

The New Zealand State Services Commission selects and publishes ten Better Public Service
results that the public sector aims to achieve over a five‐year period.42 The results are
grouped under broad headings such as A Good start to life or Improving interactions with
Government. This approach was first used in 2012 and the most recent set of results areas
was published in May 2017. The results of the previous set of Better Public Service results
are published alongside the revised 2017 aims. Progress against each of the results over
time is shown visually with trend graphs, and this is accompanied by narrative on what the
data is showing and lists the strategies that are in place to achieve the desired result.

3.53

Each of the ten results have a quantifiable target43 and the 2012 set of results also listed the
lead Minister and agency heads responsible for each of the ten results areas, (these were
not included in the 2017 set of results). For example:
Boosting skills and employment:
Result 5: Increase the proportion of 18‐year‐olds with NCEA Level 2 or equivalent qualification




Target: 85% of 18‐year‐olds will have achieved NCEA Level 2 or an equivalent qualification
in 2017.
Lead Minister: Hon Hekia Parata
Lead CE: Ministry of Education Chief Executive Iona Holstead

Result 6: Increase the proportion of 25 to 34‐year‐olds with advanced trade qualifications,
diplomas and degrees (at level 4 or above).


Target: The Government's target relates to the percentage of 25–34‐year‐olds who have a
qualification at Level 4 or above. In 2012, the Government set a target that 55% of 25‐34
year‐olds would hold a qualification of level 4 or above in 2017. In 2014, the Government
updated the target to be 60% of 25‐34‐year‐olds in 2018. The target was revised as it was

42

Accessed online at: http://www.ssc.govt.nz/bps‐results‐for‐nzers on 21/11/2017

43

Accessed online at: http://www.ssc.govt.nz/better‐public‐services‐next‐steps) on 21/11/2017
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expected that the 55% target would be met before 2017, given recent trends in the
measure and for other positive trends in tertiary completion rates.
Lead Minister: Hon Paul Goldsmith
Lead CE: Ministry of Education Chief Executive Iona Holstead. 44

New South Wales
3.54

The priorities for the New South Wales State Government are set out through twelve
Premier’s priorities and eighteen priorities for the State, which are published on the New
South Wales Government website.45

3.55

Similar to the approach used by New Zealand, progress against each of the Premier’s twelve
priorities over time is shown visually with trend graphs, and this is accompanied by narrative
on the strategies the New South Wales Government has in place to achieve the desired
results and information on what the community can do to be involved. For example, for the
priority of Creating jobs, which has a target of 150,000 new jobs by 2019 additional
information is provided in relation to government services to support people starting a
business or who already own a business and information on available scholarships.46

3.56

An update on progress against the twelve priorities was published just over one year after
the priorities were first announced in September 2015.47 Progress against the 18 state
priorities has not been reported on the website and there is no indication of when this is to
occur.

3.57

New Zealand and New South Wales have implemented practices whereby government
priorities (strategic indicators) have been identified and subsequently publically reported
against. In giving consideration to the merits of reinstating or replacing strategic planning
and reporting practices in the ACT, i.e. jurisdiction‐wide strategic progress indicators annual
‘priority outcomes and actions’ identified through annual Statements of Intent, the
practices implemented in New Zealand or New South Wales merit consideration.

44

Accessed online at: http://www.ssc.govt.nz/bps‐results‐for‐nzers on 21/11/2017

45

Accessed online at: https://www.nsw.gov.au/improving‐nsw/premiers‐priorities/ on 21/11/2017

46

Accessed online at: https://www.nsw.gov.au/improving‐nsw/premiers‐priorities/ on 21/11/2017

47

Published 29 November 2016, accessed online at: https://www.nsw.gov.au/improving‐nsw/premiers‐
priorities/
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PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
4.2 Attributes of good performance measures
According to the Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) ‘in developing
individual performance measures, the following attributes should be considered and used as a
checklist’:


















Measures should be quantifiable and measurable to a reasonable degree of accuracy
(particularly for auditable measures).
Measures should refer to a result, rather than just describing a process.
Measures should be reported in a timely manner and with reasonable frequency,
ensuring information is not out of date.
Measures should have a community focus, rather than focusing on internal or technical
processes.
Measures should be independently verifiable (evidence will be required).
Benefits derived from collecting and reporting information should outweigh costs.
Measures should be relevant and fit for the intended purpose, for the information of
Ministers, the Assembly and the community.
There should be a focus on overall performance and key deliverables. Measures (where
possible) should not be focussed on one single aspect of performance.
Setting of measures should be impartial, ensuring that a balanced perspective is evident.
Measures should be clearly defined and easy to understand.
Where possible, performance measures ought to be sustainable.
Measures should, as far as possible, maintain continuity and comparability of reported
results across years.
There should be a means of comparing results or progress over time through either
evaluation with a benchmark or with previous results. This information will often be
presented by way of a table or graph.
They should not simply report that an activity will occur, nor should they be aspirational
statements including phrases such as ‘building’, ‘working with’ or ‘improving’ (unless the
accompanied by a longer term target). Statements about agencies proposed activities for
the budget year should be considered for inclusion in the priorities section of the
agency’s Budget chapter instead.
They should relate to outcomes that the Government in trying to achieve or influence
through providing these outputs. 48

5.3 Strategic indicators – Evaluation Criteria
The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) provides the following evaluation
criteria for strategic indicators:


48

Representative – strategic indicators should relate to broader government priorities
articulated in the Canberra Plan.

Guide to Performance Management Framework, Page 9‐10, section 4.2
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Responsive – indicators should relate to agency work programs and identified priorities.
Quantifiable – indicators should be measurable rather than simply descriptive
statements. This allows for both quantitative and qualitative assessments of
performance.
Comparable – indicators should be comparable with a baseline standard to allow for
progress to be tracked between years.
Longer term focus – indicators should have a medium to long term focus rather than
reporting on immediate results.
Sustainable – the proposed indicators should involve minimal resources and where
possible seek to capitalise on existing reporting arrangements and data sets.
Clarity – indicators should be clear, understandable and easy to interpret, and be
accompanied by explanatory information to provide context for viewers of the
information.49

Accountability indicators – Evaluation Criteria
The Guide to the Performance Management Framework (2012) provides the following evaluation
criteria for accountability indicators:













Representative – measures should assist in achieving the broader government priorities
articulated in the Canberra Plan.
Quantifiable – measures should be quantifiable and measurable to a reasonable degree
of accuracy (particularly for auditable measures).
Comparable – measures should, as far as possible, maintain continuity and comparability
of reported results across years.
Timeliness – measures should be reported in a timely manner and with reasonable
frequency, ensuring information is not out of date.
External Focus – measures should have an external focus, rather than focussing on
internal or technical processes.
Verifiable – measures should be independently verifiable (evidence will be required).
Sustainable – performance measures ought to be sustainable, where the benefits derived
from collecting and reporting information should outweigh costs.
Relevant – measures should be relevant and fit for the intended purpose, for the
information of Ministers, the Assembly and the community.
Focus – there should be a focus on overall performance and key deliverables. Measures
should not be focussed on one single aspect of performance.
Impartiality – setting of measures should be impartial, ensuring that a balanced
perspective is evident.
Clarity – measures should be clearly defined and easy to understand and interpret, and
accompanied by explanatory information to provide context.50

49

Guide to Performance Management Framework, Page 14, section 5.3

50

Guide to Performance Management Framework, Page 21, section 8.2
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Attachment B: Characteristics of good performance indicators
The Organisational Performance Measurement and Reporting Guide (April 2013) provides
guidance on the ten characteristics of good performance indicators:
Relevant


Performance measures must be relevant and aligned to what the organisation is trying to
achieve. It must also be confirmed that the measure is the most appropriate way of
assessing the performance of the output/impact/outcome and present an indication of
how the Directorate is performing.

Significant and informative


Performance measures must measure significant information on the performance of a
program and its contribution to the change.

Well‐defined


The definition of the data should be easy to understand and unambiguous. This will
ensure that the data is collected consistently and the measure can be understood and
used.

Available and cost‐effective


Data availability often constrains measurement. It is important when choosing indicators
to ensure that there are cost‐effective methods of collecting relevant data.

Attributable


Performance measures must measure something that the Directorate is able to influence.
The measure should also provide an indication of how much of any change can be
attributed to the Directorate.

Reliable


Performance measures must be relatively accurate and responsive to change. For
example, a measure based on a very small sample may show large fluctuations. Similarly,
a measure that is not responsive to change will not demonstrate the impact of programs.

Timely


Data used to measure the performance must be produced frequently enough to track
progress and be up to date. If the data is not released frequently or the program is long‐
term and will take time to create an impact, give sufficient time for the performance to
be measured.

Avoids perverse incentives


The measure should not encourage perverse incentives, for example, measuring the
speed of answering letters instead of measuring the quality of responses. This can be
avoided by measuring outputs, impacts and outcomes, and ensuring that measures are
relevant and well‐defined.
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Comparable


The measure should be capable of being compared with either past period or similar
programs elsewhere. This will track the progress and performance of the programs.

Verifiable


Performance measures should have clear documentation behind it so that they can be
validated.

The Strengthening Performance and Accountability: A Framework for the ACT Government (2011)
provides characteristics of strategic indicators:
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Short, concise statement
Relevant to objectives
Reliable and verifiable
Informative
Attributable to agency actions
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APPENDIX B: TERRITORY ENTITIES BY TYPE
Table A‐1

Territory entities within the scope of the audit by type

Territory entity

Type of territory entity

Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate

Directorate

Community Services Directorate

Directorate

Education Directorate

Directorate

Environment Planning and Sustainable Development
Directorate

Directorate

Health Directorate

Directorate

Justice and Community Safety Directorate

Directorate

Transport Canberra and City Services Directorate

Directorate

Territory and Municipal Services Directorate (former
entity)

Directorate

ACT Local Hospital Network

Directorate

Lifetime Care and Support Fund

Directorate

Superannuation Provision Account

Directorate

Territory Banking Account

Directorate

ACTION

Directorate

Housing ACT

Directorate

Canberra Institute of Technology

Prescribed territory authority

Cultural Facilities Corporation

Prescribed territory authority

Legal Aid Commission

Prescribed territory authority

ACT Gambling and Racing Commission

Prescribed territory authority

Public Trustee and Guardian

Territory authority that is not prescribed

ACT Public Cemeteries Authority

Territory authority that is not prescribed

Land Development Agency (former entity)

Territory authority that is not prescribed

ACT Building and Construction Industry Training Fund
Authority

Territory authority that is not prescribed

ACT Compulsory Third‐Party Insurance Regulator

Territory authority that is not prescribed

ACT Insurance Authority

Territory authority that is not prescribed

ACT Long Service Leave Authority

Territory authority that is not prescribed

Independent Competition and Regulatory Commission

Territory authority that is not prescribed

Capital Metro Authority (former entity)

Territory authority that is not prescribed

Source:

ACT Audit Office
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The following definitions are taken from the Financial Management Act 1996 Dictionary:
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directorate is an administrative unit
prescribed means prescribed by the financial management guidelines
territory authority is a body corporate established by an Act.
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OF EVALUATION CRITERIA
Table A‐2

Desktop review assessment method of ACT Government agency strategic
indicators
Strategic indicators

Criterion

ACT Audit Office
definition

Scale

Assessment Process

The indicator relates to

Representative –
strategic indicators
should relate to broader
government priorities
articulated in the
Canberra Plan

 one or more of the
4 priority themes
and/or a key project
based deliverable
detailed in the
‘Budget in Brief’
section of the
relevant Budget
Statements; or
 one or more
priorities in the
2016 Statement of
Ambition document.

The indicator relates to

Responsive – indicators
should relate to agency
work programs and
identified priorities

 Strategic priorities
as defined in the
entity’s strategic
plan (if publically
available);
 a legislative
function; or
 strategic objective.

ACT Government strategic and accountability indicators

Fully – the indicator is
clearly and directly
related to a priority as
defined in column 2; or
Partially – the indicator
is partially related to a
priority as defined in
column 2; or
Not at all – The
indicator does not
relate to any priority as
defined in column 2

Fully – the indicator is
clearly and directly
related to a priority as
defined in column 2; or
Partially – the indicator
is partially related to a
priority as defined in
column 2; or
Not at all – The
indicator does not
relate to any priority as
defined in column 2

Check the indicator to
see if the issue is
covered in the relevant
Budget in Brief section
and/or the Statement
of Ambition, and assess
accordingly.

1. Compare the
indicator to the
strategic priorities in
the agency’s strategic
objective and/or
strategic plan if
publically available and
make an assessment on
whether it is fully,
partially or not at all to
one of these priorities.
2. If answer is not
‘fully’, and if the entity
is a statutory authority,
compare the indicator
to its legislative
function and make an
assessment as above.
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Strategic indicators
Criterion
Quantifiable –
indicators should be
measurable rather than
simply descriptive
statements. This allows
for both quantitative
and qualitative
assessments of
performance

ACT Audit Office
definition

The indicator is
expressed numerically

Scale

Yes/No

Assessment Process

The measure itself plus
additional description in
budget papers or
annual report if
necessary.

If the indicator is the
same over the two
years (minor edits for
clarity are acceptable)
the answer is ‘yes’.
Comparable – indicators
should be comparable
with a baseline
standard to allow for
progress to be tracked
between years

The 2016‐17 indicator
can be compared with
2015‐16 indicator.

Yes/No/ Not applicable

If there is a clearly
justifiable reason for
dropping the indicator
after 2015‐16 (e.g. the
function ceased to
exist) or the indicator is
new in 2016‐17 the
answer is ‘not
applicable’.
If neither of the above
apply the answer is ‘no’.

Longer term focus –
indicators should have a
medium to long term
focus rather than
reporting on immediate
results

Sustainable – the
proposed indicators
should involve minimal
resources and where
possible seek to
capitalise on existing
reporting arrangements
and data sets
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The indicators has long
term focus (‘big
picture’) i.e. >12
months

Yes/No

Review indicator
description for any
reference to the
measure being based
on a national
agreement. If so, score
‘yes’.

The indicator fulfils a
national or legal
requirement to collect
the data
or
A review of the
indicator description
indicates that data
collection can be
assumed to be
reasonably economic.

Score as ‘yes’ unless the
indicator refers to a
program or project that
is planned to finish in
less than 12 months.

Yes/No

Otherwise, if possible,
assess from the
indicator description
whether the method of
collection of data
appears expensive in
which case the answer
is ‘no’.
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Strategic indicators
Criterion
Clarity – indicators
should be clear,
understandable and
easy to interpret, and
be accompanied by
explanatory information
to provide context for
viewers of the
information

Source:

ACT Audit Office
definition
The measure is:

Scale
Clear/Not clear

Clear – the meaning is
readily apparent from
the description of the
indicator;
or
Not clear – the meaning
is ambiguous. A
judgement of ‘not clear’
would require that
there are two or more
possible interpretations
of the indicator

Assessment Process
A judgemental
assessment based on a
reading of the measure
and its explanatory
information. There will
be an independent
assessment by two
auditors. There will be
an independent
assessment by two
auditors. If the indicator
is unclear to one
auditor out of two, the
answer is ‘not clear’.

ACT Audit Office

Table A‐3

Desktop review assessment method of ACT Government agency
accountability indicators
Accountability indicators

Criterion

ACT Audit Office
definition

Scale

Assessment process

The indicator relates to
 Strategic priorities
as defined in the
entity’s strategic
plan (if publically
available);
 a legislative
function;
Representative –
measures should assist
in achieving the broader
government priorities
articulated in the
Canberra Plan

 one or more of the
4 priority themes
and/or a key project
based deliverable
detailed in the
‘Budget in Brief’
section of the
relevant Budget
Statements; or
 one or more
priorities in the
Canberra:
Statement of
Ambition document
of 2016.
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Fully – the indicator is
clearly and directly
related to a priority as
defined in column 2
Partially – the indicator
is partially related to a
priority as defined in
column 2
or
Not at all – The
indicator does not
relate to any priority as
defined in column 2

1. Compare the
indicator to the
strategic priorities in
the entity’s strategic
plan and make an
assessment on whether
it is fully related,
partially or not at all to
one of these priorities.
2. If the score is lower
than ‘fully’, and if the
entity is a statutory
authority, compare the
indicator to its
legislative function and
make an assessment as
above.
3. Continue with
comparisons to budget
priority themes and the
Statement of Ambition.
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Accountability indicators
Criterion

Relevant – measures
should be relevant and
fit for the intended
purpose, for the
information of
Ministers, the Assembly
and the community

ACT Audit Office
definition

Scale

Assessment process

Relevance is compared
to the agency/
reporting entity
outputs:
Fully – it is clear that
the indicator is closely
connected to the
output

Fully/Not at all

Judgemental process
based on the indicator
and the output
description

or
Not at all – The
indicator is not related
to output

Quantifiable – measure
should be quantifiable
and measurable to a
reasonable degree of
accuracy (particularly
for auditable measures)

Verifiable – measures
should be independently
verifiable (evidence will
be required)
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The indicator has been
reviewed by ACT Audit
Office Financial Audit
and the Auditor‐
General’s Report on
Factual Findings has
reported that there are
no matters to show that
all accountability
indicators’ results have
not been fairly
presented in the
Statement of
Performance.

The indicator has been
reviewed by ACT Audit
Office Financial Audit
and the Auditor‐
General’s Report on
Factual Findings has
reported that there are
no matters to show that
all accountability
indicators’ results have
not been fairly
presented in the
Statement of
Performance.

Yes/No

Same process as for
‘verifiable’ – see below.
If the measure can be
verified, then it is
quantifiable. It is
conceivable that a
measure might not be
able to be verified, but
still be quantifiable (e.g.
the process is known
but supporting data are
unavailable) but this is
considered most
unlikely.
Review Auditor
General’s Report on
Factual Findings for the
most recent financial
year for which the
indicator was
presented.

Yes/No

If the review has no
matters to report then
accept as verifiable. If
there were findings,
analyse these in more
detail to see if the
problem relates to the
measure or to a
particular problem in
data collection that
year.
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Accountability indicators
Criterion

ACT Audit Office
definition

Scale

Assessment process

The measure is:
Clarity – measures
should be clearly
defined and easy to
understand and
interpret, and
accompanied by
explanatory information
to provide context

Clear – the meaning is
readily apparent from
the description of the
indicator;
or
Not clear – the meaning
is ambiguous. A
judgement of ‘not clear’
would require that
there are two or more
possible interpretations
of the indicator

Clear/not clear

A judgemental
assessment based on a
reading of the measure
and its explanatory
information. There will
be an independent
assessment by two
auditors. If an indicator
is unclear to one
auditor out of two, the
answer is ‘not clear’.

The measure has:

External focus –
measures should have
an external focus,
rather than focussing on
internal or technical
processes

Comparable – measures
should, as far as
possible, maintain
continuity and
comparability of
reported results across
the years

External focus –
measure refers to the
impact or effect on an
external party, this
included consideration
of external technical
measures;

External/not external

or

Inspection of the
measure itself, together
with the explanatory
notes if necessary.

Not external – measure
relates to activities that
result in products for
consumption inside the
ACT public sector.
If the indicator is the
same over the two
years (minor edits for
clarity are acceptable)
answer is ‘yes’.
The 2016‐17 measure
can be compared with
2015‐16 measure.

Yes/No/Not applicable

If there is a clearly
justifiable reason for
dropping the indicator
after 2015‐16 (e.g. the
function ceased to
exist), or if the indicator
is new in 2016‐17 the
answer is ‘not
applicable’.
Otherwise, the answer
is ‘no’.
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Accountability indicators
Criterion

ACT Audit Office
definition

Timeliness – measure
should be reported in a
timely manner and with
reasonable frequency,
ensuring information is
not out of date

The indicator is
measured and reported
on at least annually and
is not be based on
lagged data.

Focus – there should be
a focus on overall
performance and key
deliverables. Measures
should not be focussed
on one single aspect of
performance.

The indicators together
address all key aspects
of the output. An
assessment can be
made from comparing
each set of indicators
against each program
output.

Sustainable –
performance measures
ought to be sustainable,
where the benefits
derived from collecting
and reporting
information should
outweigh costs

Impartiality – setting
measures should be
impartial, ensuring that
a balanced perspective
is evident

Scale

Timely/Not timely

Inspection of the
measure itself, together
with the explanatory
notes if necessary.

Yes/No

Judgemental process
based on comparing the
indicators within an
output group to the
output description.

The indicator fulfils a
national or legal
requirement to collect
the data
or
A review of the
Statement of
Performance Cover
Sheet/Verification
Sheet details an
explanation of data
collection that can be
assumed to be
reasonably economic.
Currently assumed this
criterion refers to the
process of setting
performance measures.
Judgemental
assessment to be made.

Assessment process

Yes / No

Yes/No

Review budget paper
notes to performance
indicators for any
reference to the
measure being based
on a national
agreement. If so, the
answer is ‘yes’.
Otherwise, review the
Cover Sheet and make a
judgement if possible
on whether the method
of collection of data
appears expensive or
uneconomic, in which
case the answer is ‘no’.
Judgemental review on
whether the measure
or its target appears to
be skewed to achieving
a specific result.

Source: ACT Audit Office
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Audit reports
Reports Published in 2017‐18
Report No. 01 – 2018

Acceptance of Stormwater Assets

Report No. 11 – 2017

2016‐17 Financial Audits – Financial Results and Audit Findings

Report No. 10 – 2017

2016‐17 Financial Audits – Overview

Report No. 09 – 2017

Annual Report 2016‐17

Report No. 08 – 2017

Selected ACT Government agencies’ management of Public Art

Reports Published in 2016‐17
Report No. 07 – 2017

Public Housing Renewal Program

Report No. 06 – 2017

Mental Health Services – Transition from Acute Care

Report No. 05 – 2017

Maintenance of Selected Road Infrastructure Assets

Report No. 04 – 2017

Performance information in ACT public schools

Report No. 03 – 2017

2015‐16 Financial Audits – Computer Information Systems

Report No. 02 – 2017

2016 ACT Election

Report No. 01 – 2017

WorkSafe ACT’s management of its regulatory responsibilities for the demolition of
loose‐fill asbestos contaminated houses

Report No. 11 – 2016

2015‐16 Financial Audits – Financial Results and Audit Findings

Report No. 10 – 2016

2015‐16 Financial Audits – Audit Reports

Report No. 09 – 2016

Commissioner for International Engagement – Position Creation and Appointment
Process

Report No. 08 – 2016

Annual Report 2015‐16

Report No. 07 – 2016

Certain Land Development Agency Acquisitions

Reports Published in 2015‐16
Report No. 06 – 2016

Management and administration of credit cards by ACT Government entities

Report No. 05 – 2016

Initiation of the Light Rail Project

Report No. 04 – 2016

The management of the financial arrangements for the delivery of the Loose‐fill
Asbestos (Mr Fluffy) Insulation Eradication Scheme

Report No. 03 – 2016

ACT Policing Arrangement

Report No. 02 – 2016

Maintenance of Public Housing

Report No. 01 – 2016

Calvary Public Hospital Financial and Performance Reporting and Management

Report No. 10 – 2015

2014‐15 Financial Audits

Report No. 09 – 2015

Public Transport: The Frequent Network

Report No. 08 – 2015

Annual Report 2014‐15

Reports Published in 2014‐15
Report No. 07 – 2015

Sale of ACTTAB

Report No. 06 – 2015

Bulk Water Alliance

Report No. 05 – 2015

Integrity of Data in the Health Directorate

Report No. 04 – 2015

ACT Government support to the University of Canberra for affordable student
accommodation

Report No. 03 – 2015

Restoration of the Lower Cotter Catchment

Report No. 02 – 2015

The Rehabilitation of Male Detainees at the Alexander Maconochie Centre

Report No. 01 – 2015

Debt Management

Report No. 07 – 2014

2013‐14 Financial Audits

Report No. 06 – 2014

Annual Report 2013‐14

These and earlier reports can be obtained from the ACT Auditor‐General’s website at
http://www.audit.act.gov.au.
ACT Government strategic and accountability indicators
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